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Over the past few years, advances in electrical engineering have allowed electronic devices
to shrink in both size and cost. It has become possible to incorporate environmental sensors into
a single device with a microprocessor and memory to interpret the data and wireless transceivers
to communicate the data. These "sensor
nodes"
have become small and cheap enough that they
can be distributed in very large numbers into the area to be monitored and can be considered
disposable. Once deployed, these sensor nodes should be able to self-organize themselves into a
usable network. These "wireless sensor
networks,"
orWSNs, differ from other ad hoc networks
mainly in the way that they are used. For example, in ad hoc networks of personal computers,
messages are addressed from one PC to another. If a message cannot be routed, the network has
failed. InWSNs, data about the environment is requested by the "data
sink."
If any or multiple
sensor nodes can return an informative response to this request, the network has succeeded. A
network that is viewed in terms of the data it can deliver as opposed to the individual devices that
make it up has been termed a
"data-centric"
network [26]. The individual sensor nodes may fail
to respond to a query, or even die, as long as the final result is valid. The network is only
considered useless when no usable data can be delivered.
In this thesis, we focus on two aspects. The first is data aggregation with accurate timing
control. In order to maintain a certain degree of service quality and a reasonable system lifetime,
energy needs to be optimized at every stage of system operation. Because wireless
communication consumes a major amount of the limited battery power for these sensor nodes,
we propose to limit the amount of data transmitted by combining redundant and complimentary
data as much as possible in order to transmit smaller and fewer messages. By using
mathematical models and computer simulations, we will show that our aggregation-focused
protocol does, indeed, extend system lifetime. Our secondary focus is a study of cross-layer
design. We argue that the extremely specialized use ofWSNs should convince us not to adhere
to the traditional OSI networking model. Through our experiments, we will show that significant
energy savings are possible when a custom
"cross-layer"
communication model is used.
2 Data Aggregation
The first issue we have investigated in this thesis work is related to the issue of Data
Aggregation. The most important issue inWireless SensorNetworks is energy consumption. To
this end, many networking schemes attempt to minimize the amount ofdata transmitted by using
data aggregation. This trades off data freshness and delay for savings in energy, because reports
from sensor nodes that arrive at an aggregating node may have to be held there for some period
of time before being reported so that additional reports may reach the aggregator from
slower1
nodes. We propose to use an intelligent timer and some high-level knowledge of the network to
implement an efficient aggregation timing control protocol. Our protocol aims to dynamically
change the data aggregation period according to the aggregation quality. The data sink will issue
requests that include both a desired number of responses and a maximum time in which it wishes
to receive them. In some situations, the sink may only require responses from a few sensor
nodes out of the field, but the timeliness of these responses is still important. Aggregating nodes
attempt to provide as many responses as possible within time constraints, which also allows
maximum aggregation and energy savings. Responses that cannot be provided in time are
ignored and the sink is responsible for specifying more relaxed timing constraints for its next
query.
3 Cross-Layer Optimized Design
In this thesis, in addition to the timing control scheme addressed above, we aim to define a
customized cross-layer network model for WSNs that reduces overall power consumption by
making any separate layers aware of useful information from other layers. We intend to design a
network model that integrates routing, MAC, and other operations with the goal of overall
system efficiency and low energy consumption. Information available in the MAC layer will be
used to make more efficient routing layer decisions. Lower-layer information more accurately
describes the condition of the network, so should be tightly integrated with higher layers
4 Research Methodology
1
We use the term
"slower"
here merely to denote that a report of a related event takes longer to reach the
aggregator. This may be caused by the network topology, the TDMA scheduling policy, or physically lost
messages.
We intend to verify our ideas both mathematically and using computer simulations. We will
use the OPNET simulator to implement a sensor network with our data aggregation algorithms
[31]. Our OPNET model will allow easy implementation of various routing and MAC
algorithms, as well as new aggregation algorithms as they are proposed. We will also useMatlab
to program and verify our numerical analyses.
5 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present the state of the art in
regard to sensor networks and the two issues we wish to address: data aggregation and cross-
layer design. Chapter 3 is devoted to data aggregation timing in sensor networks and how to
intelligently and dynamically update the timing to satisfy latency and energy savings
requirements. Chapter 4 analyzes the energy savings by designing a MAC scheme that makes
use of routing information. Chapter 5 shows detailed simulation results of the data aggregation
timing schemes proposed in Chapter 3. We conclude the thesis in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2 Background and Related
Research
This chapter describes our background research and some related works in the field of
wireless sensor networks. We first present a general introduction to sensor network topologies,
followed by specific background on the research issues of this thesis, i.e. timing control in data
aggregation and cross-layer design. We describe the current research in these areas here, and
then explore our newly proposed ideas in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
1 Wireless Sensor Networks
1.1 Common Network Topologies
Wireless sensor networks typically contain thousands or tens of thousands of nodes, but
spatially or logically related nodes may possess redundant data [21]. For these reasons, many of
the network topologies used in smaller scale ad hoc and address-centric wired networks are not
appropriate forWSNs.
A typical network topology for
"wired"
networks is a tree. The root nodes are usually DNSs
(domain controllers), and messages are routed through intermediate controllers to end user
computers, or leaves. A proposed topology forWSNs is clustering, whereby 50 or 100 sensor
nodes are grouped together and, for the most part, are used as a single entity. In this thesis we
propose to make use of both methods (i.e. clusters and trees), so that groups of sensor nodes
combine their reports at the lowest level, then reports may continue to be aggregated as they pass
back up the aggregation tree [20].
1.2 Clustering
Many WSN topologies make use of clustering [17]. Usually, a number of regular sensor
nodes are organized under the control of a
"clusterhead."
Within the cluster the topology varies.
The nodes may be organized into a flat topology, a tree hierarchy, etc. Consider the case in
which there are a number of clusters, each with a clusterhead that reports to a common data sink.
In this case, the clusterheads will likely be organized into a tree with the sink at the root, as
shown in Figure 1, with the leafnodes in the figure representing individual sensors. There may
be multiple levels within the tree with several clusterheads reporting to a single intermediate








Figure 1: Simple Tree Network
Figure 2 shows a network that has been divided up into clusters [13]. In the figure, each of
the three clusters has a clusterhead that communicates directly with the command node (data
sink). The regular sensor nodes communicate only with the clusterheads and perhaps one or two
intermediate sensor in this diagram. In addition, the clusterheads may communicate between
themselves. These clusterheads may be especially powerful nodes, but often they are regular
sensor nodes that have been given additional responsibilities on a temporary basis.
Figure 2: Typical WSN Using a Clustering Topology
1.3 Trees
Traditional networking schemes make heavy use of some sort of Masters or Controllers.
This central server would be responsible for individually querying each node and aggregating all
of the final data [42] and is analogous to the end sink in WSNs. Often, the controller is assumed
to have infinite computational resources. In WSNs, these master nodes (clusterheads) are most
likely regular sensor nodes that have been tasked with greater responsibility. Multiple
clusterheads are organized under a data sink, but these local leaders do not have infinite
resources as in the traditional paradigm. They are just as resource-constrained as the other
members of their group, so most of the computation and communication should remain
distributed, with only the core coordination functions being given to the master. In Figure 1, the
sink may or may not be energy-constrained, but intermediate clusterheads (level 1 ) should still
only be given minimal extra tasks.
If a tree is to be used as the network topology, it can be created by some existing algorithms
[49]. For instance, a breadth-first-search can create an optimally balanced tree. This will greatly
aid network management and data aggregation, however the complexity of this algorithm is
Otime(diameter) and 0meSsage(nxdiameter+|E|). This is rarely used in sensor networks due to its
lack of scalability [42]. Even the common minimum spanning tree (MST) has complexity 0(n )
[13]. In addition, MST algorithms do not take into account the broadcast nature ofWSNs. For
example, a transmission to a distant node may be overheard by closer nodes, but communication
to each individual node is modeled by a weighted edge [32]. The choice of the tree-building
structure is important, but outside the scope of this thesis. Several schemes have been suggested
for building tree networks appropriate for sensor networks [49]. Specifically, our data
aggregation protocols are compatible with any type of tree topology.
1.4 AdHoc Peer Network vs. WSN
Wireless sensor networks are, in effect, specialized ad hoc networks. However, they differ in
several ways. When one thinks of a
"traditional"
ad hoc network, one envisions several PCs or
perhaps wireless devices communicating within a local area. Communication protocols reflect
this type of network by stressing performance metrics such as reliability, bandwidth utilization,
and delay. ThoughWSNs must still be concerned with QoS, they must trade offperformance for
energy-efficiency. Sensors are usually battery-powered and therefore extremely
energy-
constrained. When a node's battery power is exhausted it is no longer useful in the network and
the network suffers exponentially as nodes continue to die.
Individual nodes may frequently become unreachable due to dynamic environmental factors,
malfunctions, and energy depletion. The whole network must be able to recover from these
failures as efficiently as possible and would preferably operate transparently to them. In
addition, WSNs are subject to the following list of differences from traditional ad hoc networks
[1]:
The number of sensor nodes in a sensor network can be several orders ofmagnitude
higher than the nodes in an ad hoc network.
Sensor nodes are densely deployed.
Sensor nodes are prone to failures.
The topology of a sensor network changes very frequently.
Sensor nodes mainly use broadcast communication paradigm whereas most ad hoc
networks are based on point-to-point communications.
Sensor nodes are limited in power, computational capacities, and memory.
Sensor nodes may not have global identification (ID) because of the large amount of
overhead and large number of sensors.
All of these features combine to makeWSNs a unique area of research. Previous networking
designs are serviceable in most cases, but they perform sub-optimally when energy-efficiency
and system lifetime become the top concerns.
WSNs differ from
"wired"
and many other wireless networks in that they are ad hoc and
self-
configuring. There is no central controller that is aware of each individual sensor node; nodes
must communicate with direct neighbors to ensure overall network connectivity. Though
cellular networks communicate wirelessly, the distribution of controlling entities (towers) is
well-planned and they have sufficient processing power to control the devices within their cell.
Internet protocols can dynamically discover routes between any two hosts, but intermediate
routers between a source and a destination are much more stable than in a wireless network.
Messages are generally routed up a hierarchy ofdedicated hardware to an established backbone.
WSNs must transmit sensed data from distributed sources through their peers back to a single
sink. Sensor nodes have high failure rates and may move around a sensor field, breaking old
links and creating new ones. A route evaluated as efficient during one communication round
may be inefficient or even ineffectual by the next time it is needed. Finally, even though an ad
hoc network of PCs has the same goal of connecting an entire network through limited
hop-to-
hop connectivity, its purpose is much more general. One wishes the devices to be connected at
the network layer. Above this, any number of applications may run. Sensor networks are very
application specific in that an entire network is configured and deployed for a single purpose.
Wireless sensor networks can be compared to common Bluetooth networks. Like WSNs, a
Bluetooth network must be able to self-configure within a reasonable amount of time after
deployment (ad hoc), and uses a potentially lossy communication medium. Bluetooth networks
form themselves into a star topology made up of a single master and up to seven slaves. These
mini-networks are termed a
"piconet."
Within this piconet, the master is responsible for
assigning both a TDMA schedule and a frequency-hopping schedule. Physically, Bluetooth
devices usually transmit at around 20 dBm [1], and a piconet might cover 10 or 12 meters.
Nodes in these networks may be battery powered, but are large enough and few enough that they
can be easily collected, recharged, and maintained.
On the other hand, WSNs are made up of many more nodes with shorter communication
ranges. This has led to the idea of clustering, where a cluster may be thought of as a large
piconet, but numerous clusters must interact to serve as a usable network [2] [10]. The scale of
the network exacerbates the problem ofMAC-Iayer control considerably. The network topology
must be maintained under extremely dynamic conditions, due to mobility but also the high
failure and error rate of the sensor node hardware.
The following section provides the state-of-the-art in the area of Data Aggregation () in
wireless sensor networks, which is one of the focuses of this thesis.
2 Data Aggregation
Some communication schemes use the naive approach ofhaving every node communicate its
data to every other node. As discussed in [1], this is inappropriate for sensor networks. Only a
powerful master or controller node could even address the potential hundreds of thousands of
sensor nodes. In sensor networks this is not even necessary, as only the sink can make use of
collected data.
Data aggregation is a mechanism by which only a portion of the data received by a host is
retransmitted. This is done intelligently as the host (or, in a wireless sensor network, the sensor
node) uses some criteria to decide specifically what data need not be retransmitted. Most
analyses abstract the exact data aggregation function to any kind of function that reduces the
overall length of combined messages while maintaining useful data [25]. The simplest but least
beneficial example is concatenation. In this case most of the energy savings comes from being
able to transmit fewer message headers, though all original data must still be transmitted. Also
easily calculated but capable of showing more dramatic energy savings are functions such as min
and max. For example, a chain of k nodes, each with an 8-bit value to report can communicate
the minimum or maximum value from one end of the chain to the other with only -1
transmissions and k-\ mathematical comparisons. Two 8-bit values are compared at each node
and only one is retransmitted by each. This is a form of compressing representative data into a
single final aggregated result.
Figure 3 shows a simplified network with an established hierarchy. We consider a network
to be organized in a tree topology for reasons discussed later in this thesis. It can be seen that, if
no aggregation is performed, there will be a total of 18 transmissions assuming all leafnodes and
only the leaf nodes respond to the query. Should the intermediate nodes also have data to report,
there will be 21 transmissions. If responses from the leafnodes could be combined into a single







Figure 3: Simple Network Query Response, No Aggregation
Though it has been proven that data aggregation can save energy in wireless sensor networks,
research issues such as where and when to perform the aggregation still exist [5]. Network
designers require, first, an algorithm that can choose an optimal location in the network topology
to perform data aggregation.
Some aggregation schemes that have been proposed are shortest path tree (SPT), center
nearest source (CNS), and greedy incremental tree (GIT) [26] [43]. SPT is the simplest of these.
Each message is routed to the sink via the shortest path. Data is aggregated opportunistically
whenever two of these paths meet. In CNS aggregation data is aggregated at the source node
closest to the sink. This requires sensing nodes to have some knowledge of spatial locality and
network topology in order to direct their responses to the optimal node for aggregation. GIT
aggregation requires the most overhead to set up out of these three aggregation schemes [26].
Similar to Djikstra's link-state routing algorithm, aggregation points are chosen iteratively before
aggregation begins. This requires knowledge of the entire network and link costs. Though it is
not necessarily a priori knowledge, it could be considered such, since the aggregation tree must
be created independently from the routing topology [22].
2.1 Data Aggregation Timing
Most researchers agree that data aggregation is a useful technique for reducing energy
consumption in wireless sensor networks [26] [41]. However, how to determine appropriate
aggregation timing characteristics remains a largely unexplored field.
In a large scaleWSN, there may be a significant delay between when an event is sensed (or a
query is answered) and when the data reaches the sink. For maximum energy savings, each
aggregating sensor should be able to transmit all data received from all of its children at one
time. This could lead to an even larger delay between when the data originates and when it is
finally reported, as each aggregating node may have to pause before sending a report to its
parent Depending on the priority of energy savings vs. maximum latency, it may make more
sense for an aggregator to wait for all, some, or only the first of its children to respond.
For example, Figure 4 shows a network with a potential timing problem. In the case in
which leaf nodes and only leaf nodes respond to a query, if Node B wishes to aggregate
responses from its children, it will be faced with a decision of whether to wait for the slower
response fromNode C or to transmit the response from Node D first and send C's response later.
This assumes that each transmission over a wireless link takes exactly the same amount of time.
If this is not the case, the timing problem becomes more complicated and less deterministic.




Figure 4: Unbalanced Network with Potential Timing Problem
Directed Diffusion is a routing algorithm that has been proposed for use in wireless sensor
networks [21]. Its authors mention that it creates a network topology suitable for data
aggregation, but stop short of specifying details for any specific implementation. Others have
proposed detailed aggregation schemes intended to be used with Directed Diffusion, including
"Greedy
Aggregation"
[41] and CLUDDA [7]. However, none of these address the issue of
timing control between different levels of sensors. Most aggregation schemes focus on finding
an optimal node at which to aggregate data, simply mentioning that aggregation is performed
there and often assuming in their calculations that all responses received are aggregated before
being propagated.
Based on the timing models described by Solis and Obraczka in [41], existing periodic data
aggregation protocols can be classified into three categories, namely: periodic simple, periodic
per-hop, andperiodicper-hop adjusted. Periodic simple aggregation works by having each node
wait a pre-defined period of time, aggregate all data items received, and send out a single packet
containing the result. Aggregation mechanisms in the periodic per-hop category have nodes
send the aggregated packet as soon as they hear from all their children. Excessively late reports
are dropped as in periodic simple. Finally, periodic per-hop adjusted schemes use the same
basic principle ofperiodic per-hop but schedule a node's timeout based on its position in the
distribution tree (rooted at the information sink and spanning all reporting and intermediate
nodes). The aggregation scheme proposed by this thesis falls within this category, and, when
compared to other existing periodic per-hop adjusted algorithms, presents benefits such as not
requiring clock synchronization among nodes and minimizing the timeout scheduling overhead.
The details will be discussed later in the thesis.
We refer again to Figure 3. Nodes a, b, and c are child nodes. They transmit their responses
at the end of their respective timeouts, which are not necessarily synchronized. Theoretically,
since they are all leafnodes, they could transmit earlier, but this example holds for nodes internal
to the tree as well. Node d is an aggregator and the parent of the other three nodes. It will
ideally receive responses from all of its children, but will time out after some length of time.
Figure 5 shows the response schedule for representative periodic simple, periodic per-hop,
and periodic per-hop adjusted schemes as they would apply to the tree shown in Figure 3. Two
examples are given for each scheme; child nodes respond at the same time in all three schemes in
each example. The shaded sections indicate time before the aggregator's timeout that it would
not have to wait because its children have all responded. In the second example, not all children
may respond before node d's timeout.
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Figure 5: Response Times for Several Aggregation Schemes
Periodic simple is the simplest to implement, but exhibits the maximum latency in all cases.
Periodic per-hop reduces the latency in the first example, as expected. In the second example,
both of these schemes must drop node b's response (or wait until the next reporting period).
Finally, periodic per-hop adjusted performs ideally in both examples. Because the children are
configured with a shorter timeout, this scheme can aggregate all responses before its timeout
even in the second example.
Directed Diffusion's communication paradigm is based on information sinks broadcasting
requests, or interests, for relevant data. Nodes who have relevant information respond to these
requests and datapaths are formed along the return route.
"Better"
routes are determined by the
number and quality of responses that are sent along it. Data is aggregated opportunistically;
whenever identical responses or queries meet at a node only one is retransmitted. Though every
node can potentially perform aggregation, nodes in the shortest path from information sources to
the sinks are responsible for most of the energy savings [22].
In periodic simple aggregation protocols, all nodes wait a pre-defined amount of time,
aggregate all the data received within that period, and send out a single packet [41]. Directed
Diffusion falls into this category only when all nodes have relevant data to send. In this case,
reinforcement queries from the sink specify the desired response rate. Note that nodes are not
necessarily synchronized when "clocking
out"
data. Though several closely grouped nodes may
respond at an identical rate of once per minute, these individual responses may not go out at
exactly the same time in that minute and would therefore cause problems for aggregation timing.
TAG [28], or Tiny AGreggation, is a good example of a periodic per-hop adjusted
aggregation mechanism (see Figure 5). TAG uses aggregation as queries are processed within
the network. Some queries in TAG request reports to be sent from sensors periodically. In this
case, TAG intelligently subdivides the data collection
"epoch"
into smaller slots. Each slot is the
epoch length divided by D, the depth of the tree. Following per-hop adjusted aggregation
operation, slots are assigned to nodes in decreasing order, D, D-l, D-2, ..., as the query
propagates through the network. This scheme requires knowledge of the network topology and
time synchronization between nodes, but allows nodes to power down when not scheduled to
transmit or receive. Our proposed aggregation scheme is not affected by the potential sleep
schedule and ourMAC layer scheme, discussed later, takes full advantage of it.
In addition to TAG [28], another well-received aggregation scheme is AIDA [15]. Though
both of these schemes suggest several potentially energy-saving ideas, they focus on disjoint
aspects of aggregation. TAG's main focus is on an efficient querying language that is conducive
to aggregation, but is mainly an application-level optimization. AIDA, on the other hand, inserts
a new layer into the protocol stack that interprets and repackages data near the MAC layer, but
does not consider dynamic timing parameters based on application-level requirements. Both of
these frameworks are useful for reducing energy consumption in WSNs and are compatible with
our timing protocol, but do not adequately address the issues that we hope to solve.
The concept of "cascading
timeouts,"
where nodes would wait for a period of time directly
related to their depth in the aggregation tree, was recently proposed in [41] by Solis and
Obraczka. Though this is a potentially useful optimization, its main shortcoming is that it
requires significant additional data to be transferred during the setup period. Our timing control
scheme requires minimal overhead, but is flexible enough to allow expansion for later
optimizations.
We next discuss the state-of-the-art in the area of cross-layer design; the second focus of this
thesis.
3 Cross-Layer Design
3. 1 Traditional NetworkModel - OSI Stack
The following is a brief overview of what we consider the traditional network programming
model, as defined by the International Standards Organization. A more detailed description is
contained in Chapter 4.
Table 1
Layer Name Function
Layer 7 Application User interface
Layer 6 Presentation Format conversion and interface to the application layer
Layer 5 Session Maintains multiple low-level connections as a single entity
for logical organization in the application layer.
Layer 4 Transport End-to-end reliability
Layer 3 Network Routing
Layer 2 Data-link (MAC) Neighbor-to-neighbor communication
Layer 1 Physical Communication across the physical medium (wire, fiber
optic, radio, etc.)
Of these, layers 5 and 6 are rarely considered separately in sensor networks. The operation
of the application layer is dictated by the purpose of the sensor network. A common view of the
sensor network is as a database. In this case, the application becomes the query interpreter and
little is required of the presentation or session layers, so they may be practically eliminated.
The transport layer is responsible mainly for end-to-end reliability. This is a specialized
requirement in sensor networks because their usage deviates from an Internet-type host-to-host
communication paradigm. Queries must reach most, ifnot all, target sensors and responses must
be returned, perhaps anonymously, to the sink. Assuring that each query and each response
definitively reaches its destination is infeasible on this scale. Because of the redundancy ofdata
and large number of sensors, the functionality of the transport layer is effectively accomplished
by the routing layer. Queries and responses should be routed with some reliability, which may
well be less than 100%. Lostmessages and messages with errors may be ignored.
There have been a number of proposed optimizations for both the routing and MAC layers,
however most all of the research considers them separately [17] [21] [48]. Only recently have
researchers begun to classify the problem of officially combining functions from these two
layers. So far, research indicates that significant energy can be saved by eliminating at least
some of the boundaries in the traditional model [36].
This is not simply a matter of computation and encapsulation that must occur between two
layers. Obviously, fewer interfaces between layers will reduce code complexity. In addition,
information traditionally not available to the MAC or Routing layer may allow them to self-
configure more intelligently and efficiently. With the large range of routing and MAC schemes
in use, this idea has yet to be explored more than superficially. The relationship between the
MAC and routing layers is of particular interest. We will analyze the benefits of relating
protocols from these two layers in Chapter 4.
3.2 Optimized MAC-layer design based on routing information
In regard to traditional MAC layer protocols, TDMA can make use of inactive time slots to
put some sensors to sleep and reduce energy use. However, were the sleep scheduling
mechanism apprised of whether or not the sensor was to be used to route messages during the
next time slot, it could opt not to turn on the sensor for that slot and thereby save even more
energy. This is a major issue for low data rate sensor networks, where nodes may be required to
awake from sleep mode far more often than they are actually used to route data queries and
replies.
There exist several customized MAC protocols, specifically designed for sensor networks,
such as SensorMAC (S-MAC) [48]. Though it shows a reduction in energy consumption, since
it is still route-oblivious, it wastes energy since sleep periods are not coordinated with routing
functions.
Even customized MAC protocols such as S-MAC cannot completely account for the
additional energy consumed due to the fact that these highly-optimized routing protocols do not
consider the operation of the MAC layer. As shown in [36] and [50], energy-efficiency of
networks using these routing protocols can be improved by using a
"route-aware"
MAC
protocol. This reduces the separation between the operation of the MAC layer and routing layer.
We hold that this is a useful technique for reducing energy consumption and examine the issue in
detail.
Our protocol will take this concept one step further by combining relevant functions of three
major traditional networking layers; theMAC layer, the routing layer, and the application layer.
The authors of [50] analyze the benefits of different
layers'
common optimizations as
implemented in wireless sensor networks. Their results are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
They argue that cross-layer design is a good idea, specifically because the optimizations in one
layer may counteract those in another. This is shown by the simple example of a routing
algorithm that discovers the shortest route from sensors that sense an event to the data sink.
When an event occurs, perhaps after a period of complete inactivity on the wireless channel,
these multiple sensors all simultaneously report the event, causing a sudden escalation of
contention, usually the responsibility of theMAC layer.
Zhang and Cheng propose their own MAC scheme aimed to avoid contention in the presence
ofbursty data transmissions and routes prone to hotspots that are common in WSNs. Few details
are given, but the main drawback is that they specify the use of out-of-band signaling. S-MAC
avoids this requirement and the two ideas should be functionally compatible.
In [33], the authors analyze the idea of using MAC-layer information to create optimized
clusters, usually the responsibility of the routing layer. An interrogator in the MAC layer
realizes its role and uses this criterion to become a clusterhead in the routing layer. Simulations
show that this is a feasible approach for creating clusters. All packet processing occurs in the
MAC layer, which essentially combines the routing and MAC layers. This allows nodes to
dynamically decide upon the number of neighbors to communicate with (an important criterion
in their system) based on overheard MAC layer frames. Logically, one expects that creating
clusters based in theMAC layer is more efficient than creating a completely connected network,
then eliminating some of these links based on a routing protocol. This assumes that the clusters
formed are comparable in efficiency to those that would be formed by using a dedicated routing
layer clustering algorithm. Performance of the proposed protocol is shown, but the authors stop
short ofany direct comparisons.
4 Summary
Wireless sensor networks are a relatively new area of research. As the technology has
developed, many issues have arisen that are unique to these networks. This is prompting
research on efficient algorithms to organize the networks, how to spend the least amount of
energy to communicate interesting data, and the differences ofWSNs that may require a new
network programming model.
After studying the state-of-the-art in these two areas, we estimated that we could supplement
and extend the work of others with our new ideas on Timing Control in Data Aggregation and
Cross-layer design. We propose to leverage the current research and analyze several potential
optimizations in these areas. In the following chapters we will examine a detailed example of
energy savings by coordinating between the MAC and routing layer, propose a new data
aggregation timing algorithm, and discuss the results ofour simulations.
Chapter 3 A Novel Timing Control for
Optimal Data Aggregation
We now present the first focus of this thesis. We will analyze the issue of timing
requirements when aggregating data in WSNs and propose a protocol that provides increased
lifetime and performance. We then propose several new timing control algorithms that are
compatible with our protocol and attempt to dynamically update data aggregation timing
parameters to extend system lifetime. These performance of the algorithms described in this
chapter are evaluated later in this thesis.
Chapter organization: In this chapter, we first describe the problem to be addressed in
Section 1, and then in Section 2 we enumerate some assumptions necessary for our networking
topology setup. In Section 3 we provide detailed descriptions of multiple versions of our
aggregation timing control scheme and in Section 4 we perform a theoretical analysis of its
potential energy savings. Finally, in Section 5, we list several example applications and how our
aggregation scheme can be applied in networks with differing priorities.
1 Problem Statement
In order to minimize energy consumption, many networking schemes attempt to minimize
the amount of data transmitted by using some form of data aggregation. This trades off data
freshness for savings in energy, because reports from sensor nodes that arrive at an aggregating
node may have to be held there for some period of time before being reported so that additional
reports may reach the aggregator from slower nodes. This is a separate issue from the processing
time needed to aggregate data from multiple sources.
For instance, in Figure 6, node B will receive data from node D before it receives data from
node C because node C must wait to receive data from both nodes E and F, assuming that all leaf
nodes report data and a perfect MAC layer. In this example, should node B wait to hear from
node C or promptly forward D's message as soon as it is received?
There are a number of issues that affect this decision, such as whether B is aware of the
network topology below it and the type of data request initiated by the sink. It may not be a
time-sensitive query, or the sink may want any results as quickly as possible. IfB is aware that it
will have to wait for exactly the delay incurred by a single hop transmission, it may opt to wait
for C's response (based on knowledge of the maximum response latency). Otherwise, it may
have to wait until a timer expires. Also note that if the network were any larger, for example if
node E had children G and H, we would encounter a similar timing problem, but with a different




Figure 6: Simple Network with Potential Aggregation Timing Problem
In this thesis, we propose to use a novel intelligent timer and some high-level knowledge of
the network to implement an efficient aggregation timing control scheme. Based on a node's
position in the network, it will know how long it can wait for reports from its children without
exceeding the maximum latency for its own report to its parent node. It must be possible for the
sink to indicate through the network the highest acceptable latency and the nodes throughout the
network must have some idea of the network topology.
We assume a reasonably linear relationship between the number of messages and the time
period. It has been shown by Yuan, Krishnamurthy, and Tripathi in [49] that, to a point, this is
true. This is discussed later in this chapter. With this assumption and the knowledge listed
above, the sink and sensors will be able to calculate maximum timeouts that satisfy the
application-level timing requirements.
As discussed in Chapter 2, timing models can be classified into three categories, namely:
periodic simple, periodic per-hop, and periodic per-hop adjusted. For the purposes of timing in
our aggregation model, we propose an efficient periodic per-hop adjusted scheme whereby a
node, being aware of its distance in hops from the sink, can reduce the timeout period
proportionally before retransmitting the request.
It is not necessary for a node to know the number of levels below it in the tree as the
calculations are handled by the sink. This is in contrast to schemes where the sink must discover
the network topology, then propagate this information to all nodes in the network. Each node
must know only its height in the tree and the timing requirements of its parent. If the sink
specifies too short of an aggregation period aggregators somewhere above the leaf nodes will
time out and return a limited number of responses. Only local synchronization is required, as the
wireless propagation time is assumed to be negligible and is accounted for by the dynamically
updated global timeout.
The scheme proposed in this chapter can be achieved solely in the routing layer and does not
interfere with any potential sleep schedule enforced by the MAC layer, which is discussed in
Chapter 4. In the next section we list and discuss some assumptions relevant to tour proposed
aggregation timing mechanisms.
2 Assumptions
2.1 Topology assumption: Cluster-Tree architecture
In terms ofWSN topologies for the purpose of optimal data aggregation, we propose to make
use of both methods (i.e. a tree consisting of cluster-heads) [20] so that groups of sensor nodes
will combine their reports at the lowest level, then reports may continue to be aggregated as they
pass up the aggregation tree [17]. We argue that this is a promising routing implementation in
terms of scalability and overall energy efficiency. Since each cluster-head first performs local
aggregation in its cluster before forwarding data to the next cluster-head, this thesis will focus on
the data aggregation issue in the entire tree (i.e. between cluster-heads instead of inside each
cluster).
Consider Figure 7. In this figure, each circle can represent a sensor node. In the figure,
groups of two or three sensor nodes at level i are grouped together under the control of another
node at level i+\ . Nodes at level / are leaves in the tree and function only as sensors. The vast
majority of nodes in the network fall into this category. Nodes at level j+1 and higher, up to the
root of the tree, would be considered clusterheads. Though they are still sensor nodes and may
have individually sensed data to return to the sink, they are few enough in number that our main
concern with them is how much data they forward. Alternatively, the circles at level 0 could
easily be entire clusters. Members of these clusters communicate to the rest of the network via
their respective clusterheads. Nodes at level 1 in the figure may be clusters or clusterheads, but
the organization will be the same. In fact, a hierarchy of some sort is practically guaranteed
when clustering [13].
In this thesis, we use the relative terminology interchangeably; each circle in the diagram
may be thought of as a node, a cluster, or a clusterhead and the circle at the highest level will be









On the determination ofCluster Size:
Given a field of size m by n and disregarding the effect ofcluster overlap, one has a choice as
to how large to make the clusters. We consider the radius of a cluster to be r, in either distance
or the number ofhops2. For simplicity, r should exactly divide m and n.
The total area covered by the clusters is the sum of the areas covered by each of the clusters.
The total number ofclusters is the number of clusters that fit into the field horizontally times the






cov erage = (mx n)n
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showing that r does not affect the total radio coverage of the network3.
Though mathematically the cluster radius does not affect coverage of the field, this does not
represent the energy efficiency of the network. With a larger cluster diameter, clusterheads will
have to transmit farther to reach each other, but the tree of clusterheads will be simpler. A
2
In an evenly distributed field of sensors, these will be proportional units ofmeasure.
3
This approximation holds if
sensors'
radio ranges are exactly circular and there is no overlap, which may be
unrealistic based on the terrain. It also does not consider what happens as r approaches zero.
simpler tree leads to more energy-efficient topology maintenance at this level. Also with an
increasing r, maintenance and communication costs for each cluster will be increasing.
There is a balance to be struck between cluster size and tree size. The larger the clusters are,
the smaller the tree of clusterheads may be and vice versa. The radius of a cluster, r, is the
independent variable in this case. The dependent variable is the efficiency of the network
topology. This can be visualized by the following figure:
Cluster Size vs. Network Complexity
| * Tree Complexity
-- Cluster Complexity |
Figure 8: Tree Size vs. Cluster Complexity
The optimum balance may be calculated offline and is not
part of our protocol. However,
this plot does show that there exists some optimal point. A suboptimal choice for r will result in
some amount of inefficiency, so it is not enough to use solely a tree topology or a single
cluster.
As mentioned, we consider a network consisting of a tree
of clusters. With a given number
of nodes, larger clusters allow a simpler tree and
vice versa. Assuming clusters are circular, the
number ofnodes in a cluster and the complexity ofeach increases exponentially
with r. The tree
that contains these clusters increases in depth logarithmically with the number of clusters, so we
show the complexity of communication within the tree to change linearly with r [13]. This is a
simplified example, but shows that there is some balance oforganizational efficiency between a
network with a single cluster and a network in which each sensor node is a node in a tree. The
optimum balance may be calculated offline and is not part of our protocol. A suboptimal choice
for r will result in some amount of inefficiency, so it is not enough to use solely a tree topology
or a single cluster.
2.2 Other Assumptions:
An important note about WSNs in general is that they are data-centric [16]. This means that
data is requested and returned to the sink based on its relevance to the query, rather than because
it was requested from a specific node. For our aggregation scheme we assume queries are
definitive for named data. This is a minor assumption, and our protocol really only requires that
one query can be differentiated from another, which is a reasonable requirement.
This means that end-to-end addressing will not be used, though hop-to-hop addressing will
be. Even in WSNs that use clustering, there is usually a concept of local addressing (within the
cluster) [25] [26]. Messages are broadcast to all other nodes within radio communication range.
The receiving node must be able to recognize at least the type of message in order to decide
whether to interpret the data within, forward the message, or ignore the message.
A minor distinction to be made is the communication model. Commensurate with the
wireless nature ofWSNs, messages are assumed to be broadcast to all nodes within radio range.
This necessitates the use of either hop-to-hop addressing or message IDs to avoid loops. Despite
the physical implementations, conceptually messages are unicast from node to node in that a
parent can send a message to its child and vice versa, with other nodes that overhear the message
discarding it. Some WSN schemes rely on gossiping to propagate messages [16]. This is not
required for operation of any of the aggregation schemes discussed in this thesis.
The final assumption, which is necessary to this discussion, is that meaningful data
aggregation must be able to be performed. That is, data generated by the sensor nodes must be
able to be combined in some way that shortens the total message, while retaining the original
information. The specific aggregation function is beyond the scope of this thesis, but this
definition encompasses most practical applications.
A query that asks for the maximum value sensed is an ideal candidate for aggregation
because any number ofmessages can be easily combined into a single value at the aggregator. A
query for the average over a field is slightly more complicated in that the number of responses
must be communicated to calculate the average, but the final message will still be shorter than
multiple individual responses. Finally, a query for all values sensed would not be a candidate for
aggregation because each value must be appended to the message and the final message will be
proportional in length to the number of sensors responding.
3 Proposed Time Synchronization Algorithm
An important research topic necessary to the idea of data aggregation is timing control.
Figure 7 represents a simple network organized into a tree topology. In a realistic WSN there
would be many more nodes and potentially a much deeper tree. With deeper trees, timing is
even more important [26].
Aggregation trades off latency for energy savings. Because aggregating sensors have to wait
for data from their children to arrive, there will necessarily be some increase in the time it takes
them to respond to queries. As illustrated in Figure 7, a node at level 2 would need to wait
longer than nodes at level 1 in order to send aggregated data to its parent node. There is a design
tradeoff in the maximum amount of time to wait. If an aggregating node waits too long, the
results of the query may not be time-relevant. This is especially true in situations in which the
data sink may want initial results immediately. Latency tradeoffs are application-specific, so we
assume that the application (running on the sink) can choose the optimal target latency.
In most aggregation schemes, late reports are simply discarded [26] [49]. We feel that this
decision should be up to the application. Depending on the requirements of the application, it
may make more sense to accept late responses. Note that this is a separate issue from using the
number of late responses to calculate the aggregation period. The ability for the application to
dictate the aggregation action can be added by a single flag accompanying data queries. This is
discussed in detail in Section 3.4.
A major conclusion drawn by the authors of [49] is that the aggregation tree (not necessarily
the communication tree) plays the largest role in the efficiency of the aggregation. While it is
true that the aggregation topology is important, it is not enough to depend on an ideal tree. Steps
must be taken to ensure that even in unbalanced trees aggregation does not become a bottleneck
to performance. Our protocol aims to do this by informing interested nodes of the (limited)
network topology in the most energy-efficient manner. Using this information, the data sink can
make intelligent decisions about the tradeoffs between data latency and potential energy savings.
Our proposed aggregation timing control protocol, as do many others, makes use of a
separate setup phase to distribute parameters necessary for aggregation. This is typical of, and
compatible with, most dynamic routing and MAC protocols. The setup phase takes some finite
amount of time and is followed by a much longer data collection period. These phases are
scheduled to occur periodically. The frequency with which they occur is discussed in Section







Figure 9: Setup vs. Data Collection Phases
3.1.1 Setup phase
1 . Sink broadcasts "depth
request."
The request is propagated down through the network
similarly to a simple data query.
2. Message reaches bottom and is returned back up. Each node returns with its hop count,
starting from leaves at level 0. The parents of these nodes realize that they are at level 1 and
pass this information back up the tree. This continues until the sink retrieves information
about the entire tree. Each node propagates the depth request to its children and each node
returns an answer to its parent, so this is accomplished with complexity <9(depth).
In order to save energy during this setup phase, some level ofaggregation may be performed
at this step. Possibilities vary from transmitting information that completely describes the
network to communicating only the maximum depth of the tree. These options are discussed
more fully in Section 3.4.
3. Finally, the sink will calculate and transmit an appropriate value for T based on the depth of
the tree, the maximum latency, and the optimal number of responses, which is assumed to be
known by the application.
After performing this exchange, each aggregating node, including the sink, should have all
knowledge necessary for it to calculate an appropriate timeout period. Depending on the level of
aggregation performed in step 2, nodes may be aware ofhow balanced or unbalanced the tree is,
or parent nodes may be aware of the entire aggregation tree below their positions.
3.1.2 Data collection phase
1 . The sink transmits a new query with an updated timeout period. This does not require any
time synchronization because the sensors and aggregators just maintain the previous value
until notified. Aggregators that receive the query reduce it uniformly before propagating the
query as described in Section 3.5.
2. Each aggregator replies with the number of replies received (average, per query) and its
depth in the tree. Note that an aggregator that is the parent of another aggregating node will
sum its total number received (Nrec) with its child's report. Aggregators may optionally
report the number and timing of late reports. We term these Niate and Tiate and discuss them
in the following section.
3. The sink will send out an updated Tn+i to all aggregators, based on the FSM. c is a parameter
chosen by the application in the sink that relates Nop, to Topt.
3.1.3 Optimization
In order to get the most accurate view of the network, aggregators may also report the
number and/or time of late reports. This would allow the sink, ifpowerful enough, to choose an
appropriate aggregation period even more intelligently.
For example, the "maximum
latency"
of the application may be provided along with a
flexibility factor, flex and its associated weight, flexing*. If the sink does not receive a
satisfactory number of responses, it may calculate the benefit of increasing the aggregation
period. Disregarding network fluctuations, this can be done by simply counting the number of
nodes whose additional latenesses were reported to be less than the minimum increment of the
aggregation period, T.
This number can easily be weighted and compared to our application-level parameters, flex
andy7erweighi- This optimization was not implemented in our simulations.
3.2 Control ParameterRefresh Rate
There is a concept of a data-collection round. This round may include multiple requests for
similar or dissimilar data, but uses the same parameters for timing, etc. for the duration of the
round. At the end of a round, the performance experienced is evaluated and parameters are
chosen for the next round.
As mentioned, the Master nodes, aggregators, or
"clusterheads"
are likely ordinary sensor
nodes, tasked with additional responsibilities. For this reason, the Master (or clusterhead) must
be rotated periodically to provide a reasonably even load on each sensor node [17] [40]. This
may be done after each round, or after a specific number of rounds. This leads to another
tradeoff in energy efficiency. If the network is reconfigured frequently, it will lead to
unnecessary overhead in the form of control messages and calculations. At the other extreme, if
the network topology is chosen once and remains static, then a single node will bear
responsibility for an unfair amount of time and will likely die before its cluster members. This
also decreases the overall usefulness of the network, since when this clusterhead dies, it may take
irretrievable data with it.
It is common practice to use a setup phase where we communicate all the necessary control
packets for the creation of the network [17] [39]. At this point we could conceivably inform the
aggregating nodes of their depth in the tree. This is the only parameter necessary for a basic
aggregation timing scheme. Another option is to embed certain control information within each
data packet transferred. This provides more timely feedback on the state of the system, but adds
overhead in the form of additional data for each transmission.
We feel that both of these methods should be combined. As mentioned, it is necessary to use
some sort of setup phase to communicate the topology of the aggregation network. This is likely
part of the network setup phase anyway, and for simplicity this overhead will not be considered
in detail in this thesis.
The only additional information that may need to be passed back up the tree during the data
collection phase is optional information such as the number ofmessages missed by an aggregator
due to a short aggregation period, or perhaps just whether or not any messages were received late
from the last query. This requires only a few additional bits as part of the data message packets,
and the rest of the protocol does not depend on its use.
3.3 Finite StateMachine Implementation ofAlgorithm
Several finite state machines were developed for evaluation. Each aimed to maintain the
number of messages received as close as possible to the optimal number (determined by the
application). In addition, it was desired to reach this point as quickly as possible. The following
are variables used in these state machines.
N0[), Optimal number of responses; determined by the application.
Nrec Number ofresponses received; tallied by the aggregators and reported to the sink
T Maximum aggregation period, distributed by the sink
L+
Maximum latency (application level)
Tj Maximum aggregation period (for a node at level i)
n The round; T is calculated once for each round, which is assumed to be long enough to
create a heuristic without becoming stale.
Topt Aggregation period that satisfies Nrec = Nopt
c A parameter chosen by the application in the sink that relates Nopt to Topt.
Nia,c Number of late packets received by aggregators
TiaK Time units while waiting for late packets
D Depth of the tree
K Level ofnode i in the tree.
? Difference between T at each level of the tree
If D is known, the sink can derive a maximum T; for each level in the tree, based on the
maximum latency (L+) of the application:
7) =V -KA
Equation 1
Since the nodes know their own level in the tree, they can individually calculate their
aggregation periods, using the above formula and ? if available. Our protocol is capable of
distributing this delta as part of the control message. It was found during simulations that this
parameter could be eliminated. Details can be found in Chapter 5. Though there may be some
advantage using a variable ?, there is a tradeoff in the amount of control data transmitted. This
issue is analyzed in more detail in Section 3.5. The empirical performance advantages ofusing a
delta are left for future experimentation.
The simplest finite state machine shown below was initially derived from the approximation
that the number of responses received by the sink is directly proportional to the aggregation
period. This is a reasonable initial assumption since, logically, a longer period will allow more
responses [49]. We can therefore minimize the complexity of the FSM, the calculations required
for choosing an aggregation period, and the amount of control data necessary. Minimizing
complexity should be the aim of any algorithm, especially when energy consumption is a major
concern.
This initial assumption may prove to be naive, depending on MAC and physical layer
performance and even the traffic model, which is
network- and application-specific. If this is
found to be the case (experimentally), our protocol can be easily modified to allow optimized
performance. Even with an example traffic model as shown in [38], our protocol should perform
well without modification as it still dynamically changes the aggregation period. The most
notable shortcoming is that the period will be reduced linearly once the optimal point is reached.
This can be easily modified if the traffic is measured as shown in [38], instead of the model we
based our protocol on.
The state machine in Figure 10 is the simplest. At each evaluation of the aggregation period,
the optimal number of messages received is compared to the actual number received. If there
were too few messages received, the aggregation period is increased by one atomic unit. Ifmore
messages were received than were needed, the aggregation period is linearly decreased in a
similar manner. The amount of increase and decrease can be varied statically to suit the
application and network characteristics.
The state machine in Figure 1 1 requires a more complicated formula to calculate Tn+i. In the
figure, there are additional parameters used to calculate T. This figure also introduces the
concept of an acceptable deviation. This can limit the number of unnecessary changes in T and
the attendant broadcasts.
The final state machine, shown in Figure 12, does not make use of this acceptable deviation
parameter, but abstracts the multiplicand responsible for increasing and decreasing the
aggregation period in order to reduce the time needed to provide Nopl.
The theoretical performance of these various state machines is discussed in Section 4.1.4 and
simulation results are detailed in Chapter 5.
1 . Linear increase and decrease.
Wec-^-Nopt >j-
T+,=T+1
Figure 10: FSM #1
2. This state machine aims to reduce reaction time, but fluctuate less once a good operating
point has been reached. Some parameters, such as the acceptable deviation and the multiplicand,
are available for selection by the application.
1 N^ - Nopt | > Deviation
Slow start phase Tn+i 2Tn




Figure 11: FSM #2
3. The aggregation window starts out being increased exponentially, then is cut in half after
reaching the optimal number of responses and increases or decreases linearly after this point.
Note this state machine's similarity to TCP window sizing.
Nrec<Nop,
T+ 1 Tn +









Figure 12: FSM #3
Note that none of these state machines incorporates loss reports from the sensors for
potentially faster and more accurate performance.
3.4 Level ofAggregation Chosen by Sink
As mentioned, in most aggregation schemes, late reports are often discarded [26] [49]. If late
data is useless to the application it makes sense not to transmit it (or not to forward it all the way
up the tree). However, we feel that this is a decision that should be made by the application. In
some situations (such as realtime apps) there may be a hard deadline. In other cases (such as soil
condition monitoring in agricultural apps) the application may be willing to accept a longer delay
in exchange for a longer network lifetime. See the list of examples in Section Error! Reference
source not found, for more detailed examples. We therefore propose support for varying levels
of aggregation priority as follows:
Flag to indicate aggregation type/timing:
1 . No aggregation
2. Some aggregation, send initial results, aggregate, and any later results separately
3. Some aggregation, send initial results and aggregate, but disregard late results
4. Only send aggregated results
The sink will specify one of these flags when submitting a query to the network. These lead
to another tradeoff in performance. By supporting this flag we incur a slight increase in the
amount of control traffic, but provide much more flexibility to the application running in the
network.
Earlier we mentioned the possibility of using aggregation during the setup phase (Section
3.1.1). This allows the network designer to trade off energy savings for a more complete
description of the network, if such is necessary at that point in the network setup. The sink first
transmits a depth request to the network. When the nodes reply to this query, we have the
following options:
a. Full aggregation may be performed. The sink and the intermediate aggregators receive
only the maximum depth of the nodes underneath them, and each node will only pass a
single message back upstream. How balanced or unbalanced the tree is will not be easily
deduced by these aggregated reports. This information may be irrelevant to the
aggregation function anyway.
b. Per-level aggregation may be performed. For example, if a node had three children that
were each at level 0, it would report simply that it was at level 1, itself. This requires a
single message with the minimum payload. This is exemplified in node C in Figure 13.
Ifa node had one child node at level 1 and one child that was a leafnode, it would report
both of these levels to its parent, doubling the payload of this node's response. This
situation applies to node B in Figure 13.
This would more completely describe the network, but require more data to be transferred
than ifusing full aggregation. Communication costs would be higher formore
unbalanced trees.
c. No aggregation may be performed. This will completely describe the network topology
to the sink, but require much more communication. This option would likely only be
used as a backstop to the existing network topology creation, as this complete knowledge
is not necessary for data aggregation.




Figure 13: Unbalanced Tree, Aggregation Example
3.5 Height-basedDifferentialAnalysis
As mentioned in [49], in a tree structure there may be a time difference between when data is
received by a parent from its children nodes. For example, in Figure 14, ifnodes E, F, and D all
sense an event, node B will likely receive the report from node D before it receives the
forwarded reports from node C.




Figure 14: Networkwith Unbalanced Tree
[49] also suggests the use of an Event Triggered Scheme (ETS). In this model, each node
has an internal timer that, when exhausted, will cause whatever data has been received to be
aggregated and forwarded to its parent node. Having a time-out is necessary to assure that
aggregating nodes do not wait forever when messages from their children are dropped due to
communication errors or even node deaths. In their scheme, the timer is started when the node
either senses an event or receives a report from one of its direct children. Our scheme specifies
that a node's internal timer should be started when a query is received from a parent node. The
main difference here is that we assume a mainly query-triggered system ("data pull"). In both
cases, only loose time synchronization is required as there is minimal transmission latency
between one-hop neighbors.
Another observation of this paper that we agree with is that, especially for unbalanced trees,
it is necessary for nodes closer to the root of the tree to wait longer than those near the leaves.
For example, consider amaximally unbalanced tree, that is, a chain. If there were two leafnodes
as in Figure 15, and both of them detected an event, there would be no timing problem since the
event was detected by leaves at the same level. If, however, the network were organized as in
Figure 16 and both nodes again detected an event, timing would be a major issue. In fact, the
differential between the levels of the leaf nodes would dictate the skew. The parent node that is
located above both of these nodes would need to account for this skew, ? .
A = shd*(l]-l2)
Equation 2
where shd is the single hop delay, or the time, including aggregation and transmission time, that
a message takes to be transmitted from a node to its parent, h is the level of the higher node
whose data is to be aggregated, and h is the level of the lower node whose data is to be
aggregated. ? is the additional time that the aggregating node must wait to aggregate data based
on its level.
If the network topology is communicated to aggregating nodes during the setup phase, then
the above formula can definitively indicate to the aggregator how long it may have to wait before
delivering data to its parent. Ifa maximum tolerable latency accompanies each data query, then
the aggregator will be able to decide dynamically whether it should wait to aggregate all data, or
forward whatever data it has after the appropriate timeout period. This becomes even more
useful when combined with the variable levels of aggregation discussed in Section 3.4. In this
case, the flag also indicates the potential added value to the sink of allowing or disallowing
additional aggregation at the cost of latency.
Figure 15: Chain Plus Child Near Leaf Figure 16: Chain Plus Child Near Sink
Yuan, Krishnamurthy, and Tripathi also propose a Multi-Level Fusion Synchronization
Protocol, MFS. This accounts for the aforementioned lag by making a node broadcast a START
message when it transmits data that will need to be aggregated. Nodes that overhear this
message are to start their own timers, taking into account their depth in the tree. This assumes
that all nodes will hear this START message, especially the aggregator, which will then be able
to compute the expected arrival time for this message. Other nodes along the path will be able to
calculate the amount of time allotted for them to send their relevant data to be aggregated
without it being considered tardy.
There is, however, the chance that nodes along the chain may not hear this START






If individual aggregators are expected to calculate their aggregation periods, then there still
must be some sort of learning phase; either D is given or it must be obtained empirically. One
way to do this is another learning period. Some schemes propose that each node should send out
hop count requests [14]. Alternatively, this may be performed as data queries are sent out. We
choose to use this latter method, as it keeps nodes updated in a more timely manner, but only on
demand; when a query is actually in flight instead of requiring an additional periodic control
broadcast.
The necessity of a timer based on this START message was mainly proposed because the
authors were considering
"data-push."
It should be just as efficient just to start the timer when
we receive a response, since a node's depth in the tree is already known at that time. We have
found, experimentally, that our proposed scheme is effective. Details are in Chapter 5.
4 Energy Analysis of Proposed Timing Synchronization
Algorithm
4.1.1 Radio Model
WSNs use radio communications and their energy usage can therefore be modeled by
common radio models. The two most common models are the Friss free space model and the
two-ray ground propagation model. The Friss model is used when the receiver and transmitter
are
"close"
to each other. The two-ray ground propagation model is used when they are further
apart. The boundary that separates the use of these two models is termed the crossover point,





L is the system loss factor,
hr is the height of the receiving antenna,
h, is the height of the transmitting antenna, and
X is the wavelength of the carrier signal.
The Friss free model and the two-ray ground propagation model are:
(4ml)2
L
Equation 5: Friss Free Model
a
Equation 6: Two-Ray Propagation Model
where
Pd) is the power level with which messages are transmitted,
P, is the power with which themessage was transmitted,
G, is the gain of the transmitting antenna,
Gr is the gain of the receiving antenna,
d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver, and
L, hr, h,, and X are as defined above.
For our purposes, we need to keep in mind that the power with which a message is received
is inversely proportional to the square of the distance (d2) between the transmitter and receiver at
short distances, and inversely proportional to
d*
for long distances. So, if d < dcrossover, then the
energy to transmit k bits is Er(k)
= ArP, and the energy to receive k bits is ER(k)
= kxereceiver, where
^receiver is a constant based on the type of hardware used in the receiver. If d > dcrossover, then
ER(k) remains the same, but P, must be modified. That is, the power used to transmit a message
must be increased, and at a different rate than when d< dcrossover.
Because of these complications, WSNs often use a fixed transmission power. In many cases,
nodes do not know their distances from one another, and it is too expensive of a process to
discover it4. Varying the transmission power will obviously also vary the communication range.
We assume that these issues have been resolved during the network topology setup. As long as
the network is relatively stable, the average transmission power can approximate P, for all of the
sensor nodes. With a fixed Pt, there exists a fixed eMjm,Her, such that ET(k)
= kxelrasmi,,er-






4.1.2 Communication Overhead Estimation
In Wireless Sensor Networks, communication is the biggest drain on battery power [1].
Accordingly, an estimation of the energy-efficiency of an entire network hinges mainly on the
4
Nodes can discover their separation distance by checking the intensity of received transmissions. In a practical
situation, the transmitter and receiverwould have to negotiate several messages
to satisfactorily determine the
distance.
amount of communication that it performs. This includes the overhead of communicating
network configuration information and the actual data transmitted, and can be helped by minor
improvements such as eliminating a bit or two from unnecessary fields. Out of these three
example areas of improvement, field length is mainly protocol-independent at the lowest level.
That is, any individual protocol can be optimized to transmit the fewest possible number of bits
that still allow effective communication. For example, a traditional TCP packet header might
use only q-\ bits for a certain field instead ofusing q bits.
Similarly, at a certain level, the amount of data transmitted is out of our control. If r bits of
data need to be sent, disregarding aggregation, compression, and similar optimizations, then r
bits must be sent. Regardless of how much energy we would like to save, a network that does
not communicate interesting data is useless. This leaves only the number and size of control
packets to estimate. We aim to quantify the complexity of communicating necessary control
information to an entire network.
The energy spent to update the aggregation period at each aggregating node that is processing
an active query can be calculated as follows:
The depth of the network is D. The energy required to propagate a message from the sink all
the way through a tree network is denoted by Eipdate- The message must be retransmitted by
every parent node in the network. Thus the number of transmissions needed to forward this
request is the number of nodes within D-l hops, which we refer to as f(D-l). Leafnodes do not
need to retransmit the update request.
If a networking scheme requires too much communication overhead for control, it may
negate any savings in reduced data transmissions.
Most aggregation (and routing) schemes require some sort of setup phase [17] [39]. This
period is used to inform the nodes in the network of the network topology. Our schemes require
very little additional overhead during this setup phase. The only additional parameter that must
be transmitted is the depth of each node in the aggregation tree. This may be discovered with the
equivalent of a single data query and a single response from each of the nodes in the network.
Based on our protocol detailed in Section 3.1.1, the setup phase is necessary, at the very
least, to distribute the depth of the tree, D. The complexity of this communication depends
mainly on the depth of the tree. Each node will be required to transmit only 2 messages; one
downstream and one upstream (Ifwe use full aggregation here, disregarding latency, each node
need only return one message). Note that in a full tree where each parent has c children, a tree of
only depth D can encompass n nodes according to the following formula:
n = c -1
Equation 7
This could easily be piggybacked on the network topology creation, or could be performed as
a separate transmission, basically a specialized query. Referring to clusterheads being organized
into a tree, this overhead is miniscule compared to the rest of the setup. For example, in a
network of 10,000 nodes, a cluster may contain 200 sensor nodes [1]. A simple binary tree could
contain the 50 clusterheads with a depth of only 5. The overhead to create the tree in the first
place would be on the order of 0(n2) for a minimum spanning tree, or O(diameter) for a breadth
first search tree [8]. Our setup requirements are only O(depth).
If c is the number of children that each parent node has, then there are
cD
leaf nodes. This
assumes a full tree; it is actually an upper bound on the number of leaves. There are n nodes in




In a full tree, there are
^cd
internal nodes, so the request for an aggregation period is
d=a
repeated this many times.
4.1.3 Aggregation Energy Savings Estimation
We now analyze a network organized into a tree topology in which each aggregating node
has exactly c children. The analysis also assumes that only leaf nodes generate data and that
intermediate nodes simply forward their reports. If intermediate nodes also generate data, then
aggregation can save even more energy.
At each level of the tree, the number ofmessages that must be retransmitted by level /+1 will




m\ is the number ofmessages transmitted by nodes at level / and
p is the probability that messages are aggregated.





Figure 17 shows a network where c is 4 and/? is 0.5 (50%). n is 21. Dark nodes represent
nodes whose data can be aggregated. Lighter nodes may not meet timing requirements for
aggregation.
Without aggregation, if each of the leaf nodes sensed an event, there would be 32 messages
transmitted. Each leaf node transmits a report and each of these is retransmitted by the
intermediate nodes. If messages from darker nodes are aggregated, there will only be 28
messages transmitted. Note that the leftmost two leaf nodes each report individually but their
parent need only transmit 3 reports to the root node.
Figure 17: Energy Savings vs. Percentage ofAggregation
4.1.4 Timing Control Algorithm Convergence Time
Figure 18 shows a typical plot of the number of messages received by the sink vs. the
aggregation period used [49]. The two lines show the performance of the algorithm from [8]
when two different types of trees are used, reinforcing the idea that a balanced tree is important
to efficient aggregation. For simplicity, this plot is simplified in Figure 19. The two basic
phases of the plot are 1 . the linear increase of the number of messages received as the time
period increases and 2. the nearly horizontal phase that occurs when all of the messages are
received. Once the minimum aggregation period is reached, no more messages will be received
even if the aggregation period is increased further.
Figure 18: Number ofMessages Received vs. Aggregation Period
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Figure 19: Simplified Number ofMessages Received vs. Aggregation Period
As mentioned, multiple data aggregation state machines were evaluated. Theoretical
performance characteristics are shown in the following plots. These were created by simulating
an ideal network with no communication errors; a longer timeout period was mathematically
programmed to provide more results as in the initial linear section of Figure 19. More realistic
simulation results are discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 20 shows the results ofusing the finite state machine pictured in Figure 10. It can be
seen that the number of messages received increases steadily until the optimal number (15) is
reached at the 15 aggregation period. This can be contrasted with Figure 21, which uses the
state machine shown in Figure 12. In this plot, the number of messages received increases
exponentially until the optimal number ofmessages is exceeded. Thereafter, the time period is
reduced by half and updated linearly. Even though the parameters chosen do not lend




Figure 20: Convergence Time for FSM #1
Figure 21: Convergence Time for FSM #2
The final state machine yields several plots, depending on the value chosen for c. For
comparison, these plots are combined in Figure 22. The main formula in this statemachine is
Tn+i =T + c(Nop, - Nrec)
Equation 11
It can be seen from the plot that the choice of c plays a major role in the performance of this
algorithm. If c is too small, it will take a longer time before the system can produce Nopt. In this
simulation, Nopt was set to be 15. Choosing a value of 1.0 for c provided a quick convergence
time and when this value was used, the desired number of messages was received during the
second round5. However, what this plot cannot show is the effect of c in a realistic network. A
larger c will provide the desired number of responses more quickly, but individual lost packets,
even after reaching an optimal operating state, will have an undesirably large effect on
modifying the timeout period. For example, one may be inclined to choose a c of 10.0. The
'
Note that the graph shows the number of aggregation rounds, not the total time.
optimal timeout period should have been found by the second broadcast of the query. However,
a single lost message would cause the second term ofEquation 1 1 to be multiplied by 10, greatly
increasing the timeout period for the next iteration unnecessarily.
The choice of c is left to the application, which is assumed to be able to select an appropriate
value. It may be possible to empirically determine the value of c, but this is left for future
experimentation.
App-Specific Multiplicand, FSM #3
10 12
Time Period
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Figure 22: Convergence Time for FSM #3
5 Applications Examples
Here we list some applications scenarios that may leverage our above proposed aggregation
timing control algorithm:
1. Building Automation including temperature and humidity conditions, room occupancy,
HVAC control, and so forth. This is a perfect example of a situation in which aggregation would
be appropriate. Multiple nodes would be able to respond to a query on, for example, the
temperature in a given room. Instead of sending one response from each sensor, it makes much
more sense for their responses to be aggregated and a single response sent to the sink.
2. AgricultureMonitoring including asset tracking, monitoring consumable inventory and
soil conditions, and so on. This is an even better example of varied timing necessities. Soil
conditions change very slowly and aggregation can be used to its fullest potential to limit power
consumption at the expense of increased latency.
3. Metering services such as gas, water, or electricity. In these applications, it will likely
be necessary to react quickly to any unsafe or extreme conditions sensed. Aggregation may be
performed when conditions are normal, but the system should be able to support quickly
transmitting important packets when appropriate.
4. Industrial Automation including pressure, flow, and temperature monitoring and
machine condition monitoring. This is another example when a timely response would be
required from sensors observing out-of-range conditions, but that would allow aggregation in
most cases.
5. Home Networking including lighting, appliance, and HVAC control and other home
security applications. When a light is turned on in one room, multiple sensors will detect it.
Trading off report latency for the time needed to aggregate the data can save energy.
6. Supply Chain Management such as tracking goods in transit. Data aggregation can be
used when collecting reports from data-loggers and asset tracking devices.
7. Military Applications offer a wide range of uses for data aggregation and WSNs in
general. Just as the military itself is organized into a hierarchy with the lowest ranks reporting to
their superiors, a large number of sensors that detect, for example, enemy movement can be
much more efficient by sending a single report of the major event.
Of these, several stand to benefit greatly from the use of our proposed algorithm. Examples
2 and 3 highlight the need for variable levels of aggregation. In example 2, conditions change
very slowly and aggregation can be used to its full advantage. Example 3 shows how a network
may make use ofdifferent levels ofaggregation for
different queries. One active query might be
"How much energy is being used in neighborhood 1 This could be examined only once a week
or once a month in order to track energy usage trends. Because of its low frequency of reporting,
it is a good candidate for full aggregation. Another query might be "Is water flowing faster than
g gallons per minute at any
sensor."
Flows above this speed might be indication of an
emergency situation and sensors who can affirmatively answer this query should not have their
reports delayed at all.
Example 7 covers a wide range of possibilities. Again, there could be a number of active
queries, some highly time-sensitive and some that could aggregate their results before being
returned to the sink. Average temperature and moisture are of interest for equipping troops, but
extreme values from a temperature sensor might indicate a fire or explosion and require
immediate attention.
Chapter 4 Cross-layer Design
1 Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the potential energy savings achievable by using a cross-layer
design for wireless sensor networks. WSNs are of a scale that the traditional idea of
programming according to the OSI model is undesirable. This model works well for the
purposes of abstracting the functions of each layer so as to aid in programming. However,
WSNs are custom networks with custom uses and efficiency is a high priority. This efficiency
can be gained by tailoring all networking functions to the specific qualities of the sensor
network. Specifically, one layer may have information that could greatly benefit another, but be
limited by a traditionally designed API.
We intend to design a network model that integrates the important functions of routing,
MAC, and other operations with the goal of overall system efficiency and low energy
consumption. Information available in the MAC layer will be used to make more efficient
routing decisions. Lower-level information more accurately describes the condition of the
network, so should be tightly integrated with high-level software. The decisions made by the
application-dependent routing layer will play a major role in creating a MAC layer sleep
schedule.
Please note that cross-layer design in sensor networks is still a new area and not much
relevant research has been done. Thus our initial research results presented here can serve as part
of the pioneering works in this field.
1.1 Traditional NetworkModel
"The Open System Interconnection, or Open Standards, Interconnect (OSI) reference model
describes how information from a software application in one computer moves through a
network medium to a software application in another
computer"
[23]. It was developed by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 1984, and it is now considered the
primary architectural model for intercomputer communications. It is a conceptual model
composed of seven layers, though it is often simplified to only five. It specifies the standard
interfaces between the layers and that any layer's processes should be invisible to the layer above
it, and below it. Dividing network tasks into layers makes programming and design for
general-
purpose networks, more manageable. Each layer is reasonably self-contained so that the tasks
assigned to each layer can be implemented independently. This makes sense for traditional
general-purpose networks that need to connect heterogeneous systems and a variety of





Link, Network, Transport, Session, Presentation, and Application layers. The session and
presentation layers are often implemented as part of the application layer. Throughout this thesis
we use the above definition and the following details as a
"traditional"
network. However, this
view is non-ideal for wireless sensor networks. This network model was designed to ease
programming of heterogeneous personal computers and network devices. It allows functions at
different levels of the stack to be abstracted, requiring only that they comply with the interface
standards. This generality comes at the expense of efficiency. In the same way, a high-level
programming language such as Java may speed code development, but microcontrollers and
embedded processors are still programmed in assembly language to take advantage of their
low-
level architecture. Sensors are characteristically resource-constrained and efficient operation is
of primary importance. They are deployed for a specific purpose in a much more homogeneous
and standalone network. If extra effort is spent on custom code development, they will operate
more efficiently and for a longer lifetime.
1.2 Existing Work on Cross-LayerDesign
Zhang and Cheng list a few common optimizations that have been designed for each layer in
a WSN [50]. These are listed in Table 2. Most of these optimizations are designed to solve a
particular problem but are limited to working within a single layer. Our goal is to solve multiple
problems by not constraining ourselves in this way. An optimization in one layermay not be as
effective as possible without the help of another layer. In fact, optimizations in different layers
may actually counteract or hinder each other. For example, most routing solutions aim to
minimize the number of communication hops between the sources and the sink. This can lead to
so-called "hot
spots,"
nodes that are responsible for forwarding an unfair amount of network
traffic due to their spatial locations. This is a major issue in sensor networks because of their
event-driven nature. The traditional MAC layer is responsible for hop-to-hop reliability.
Though this layer will be aware of a high level of contention for the channel, this fact is not
normally communicated to the routing
layer. Messages will continue to be routed through these
hot spots, reducing energy-efficiency even for
optimizedMAC layer protocols. Were the MAC
and routing layers designed to complement each other with greater intercommunication, this
problem could be avoided.
Similarly, application-layer performance in WSNs is closely related to routing decisions and
is specialized enough that it need not be separated from the rest of the network stack. An
interesting example is that of data aggregation. One may decide to aggregate data in one of the
existing layers or insert a new layer in the network stack that is solely responsible for data
aggregation. We argue that making all interested layer aware of the aggregation function will
lead to greater energy savings. The OSI application layer has an interest in aggregation because
it is ultimately responsible for the data returned to the sink. Routing related messages (from the
application layer) together provides the opportunity for more efficient aggregation. MAC-layer
frames that are made redundant by data aggregation can be dropped while maintaining he same
quality-of-service.
Table 2: Optimizations in Various Network Layers































1.3 WSN MAC layer design
Two of the main sources ofwasted energy in the MAC layer of wireless sensor networks are
collisions and idle listening. Collisions are common due to the bursty nature ofWSNs. We aim
to avoid collisions first by having nodes sense channel activity before transmitting. This differs
from an RTS/CTS scheme used in some communication protocols, which incurs significant
overhead. In a well-structured and application-specific network, there will only be two types of
messages; control messages and data messages.
Control messages (and sometimes data
messages) are often designed to be of a common length [45]. This reduces the complexity of
sensing the channel because an eavesdropping node can expect a transmission to continue for a
specific duration.
Idle listening will also be reduced mainly by sleeping. This can reduce energy consumption
immensely [42] [48]. The main obstacle to creating a sleep schedule is maintaining
synchronization between the nodes, both on the macro scale (making sure that some two
communicating nodes are awake at the same time) and the micro scale (such as in TDMA so that
two nodes do not attempt to transmit at the same time). Eliminating the traditional network stack
helps this. At any point in time the entire network can be viewed as a single path. Ideally, each
node would be aware of this high-level view and its neighbors operation and be able to
coordinate its own communication schedule. The node will not be required to sense the channel
if it knows that is superfluous and can remain in a low-power state. Though it is infeasible to
provide global knowledge like this to each and every node, some higher-level knowledge, if
available at a low layer, could save energy.
As observed in [42] [48], in traditional IEEE 802.11 networks, each user desires equal
opportunity and time to access the medium, i.e., sending or receiving packets for their own
applications [28]. In WSNs, however, it is most important for the sink to receive data on an
event or in response to a query. Since WSNs have highly redundant data, some successful
response is likely even when a few individual sensor nodes do not or cannot send their data. At
the hop-to-hop level, if nodes A, B, and C sensed redundant data, then even a collision of a
response between nodes A and B will still allow the sink to receive the interesting data from
node C. From an end-to-end perspective, lossy routes, which are likely for some routing
algorithms, have less impact in this situation as well because multiple sensors will be sending
separate responses along potentially different routes.
The MAC layer is usually responsible for scheduling sleep periods. In accordance with the
MAC-layer'
s single-hop view of the network, this schedule is created to achieve hop-to-hop
communication. Though a variety ofdifferent MAC schemes can accomplish this, little attention
has been given to whether this complete connectivity is functionally necessary. Depending on
the end-to-end routes created, many nodes may be awake according the MAC schedule that do
not need to be.
The "virtual carrier
sense"
consists of a control field sent by transmitting nodes and a timer
maintained by nodes that overhear the control message exchange. Transmitting nodes broadcast
the duration of the data they have to send. Nodes that overhear this can set individual timers and
need not try to access the channel until they expect the currently transmitting node to have
finished.
Another energy-saving sleep scheduling mechanism that we consider a good idea is to sleep
after overhearing an RTS or CTS message. Because these control packets are assumed to be
much longer than the data transmission that follows them, nodes can avoid overhearing a
significant amount ofdata not intended for them.
The RTS/CTS scheme in IEEE 802.11 promotes fairness, which S-MAC sacrifices for
energy savings. Retransmissions are extremely costly compared to the need to allow equal
access to the radio channel. The S-MAC scheme leads to a longer transmission time if all
fragments are received successfully (due to additional control overhead), but a shorter
transmission and accordingly less energy used if there are losses.
In Section 2, we propose our concepts on the using MAC layer information to optimize
routing layer performance; while in Section 3, we show that we can also use Routing layer
parameters to optimizeMAC performance.
2 Our Proposed Routing Optimization Using MAC Layer
Information
One form of cross-layer optimization is using knowledge from the MAC layer to optimize
routing parameters. This is more than simply integrating the layers. In this paradigm knowledge
that would normally be confined to the MAC layer, such as collisions and timing for access to
the channel would be used to make routing more efficient.
For example, even though any data link layer protocol may ensure reliable hop-to-hop
communication, it may be established such that spatially close nodes are not in communication.
This may occur in a dense sensor field if a TDMA scheme cannot provide enough slots or a
CDMA scheme enough codes for all nodes within radio range to communicate. Traditional
routing protocols would attempt to form an empirically good link between these two nodes,
based on latency, reliability, etc. As can be seen in Figure 24, this would require the adjacent
nodes to communicate through an intermediate node, but for a sensor network it would not even
be necessary for these two nodes to communicate. This example also applies to clustered
topologies. A clusterhead would normally try to address each of its cluster members to resolve a
query, but in order to reach one of its nodes, it would have to route the request through an
intermediate node (due to MAC schedule, even though all nodes are within radio range, see
Figure 24). This is not necessary, especially in a wireless sensor network where redundancy
could make this individual query superfluous.
Another major advantage to knowing information from the MAC layer is that this is where
contention is measured. A common problem in traditional network routing is the creation of
hotspots [1]. In WSNs, this can quickly drain the energy of a few sensors and reduce the
efficiency of the entire network. It can greatly extend network lifetime to avoid these hotspots.
In fact, channel contention should be avoided as much as possible, and if this can be done in the
routing layer (for example, by reinforcing multiple paths in Directed Diffusion) then it is
worthwhile.
Figure 23: Hotspot Created by Routing Algorithm
Figure 23 shows a network with a hotspot at node b, which is highlighted in red. The routing
algorithm in this case chose routes for the individual edge nodes based on the number of hops.
This places undue stress on node b. Alternative routes are highlighted in blue. Though they use
a greater number of hops to connect the nodes on the left and right of the network, they
will









Figure 24: Topology with Likely Channel Contention Problem
Figure 24 shows a network that is likely to experience a high level of channel contention
around the node labeled
"a."
The circle around node a shows its radio communication range.
Unlike most of the nodes in this figure, node a has six neighbors. An example MAC schedule
may be established that allows only four time slots, which is enough for the vast majority of
nodes in the network, however a and the six nodes surrounding it will not be able to
communicate directly.
One solution is to provide more slots or codes forMAC layer communication. However, this
would be unfair to the nodes in the sparse part of the network that are only in direct
communication with one or two neighbors. Another solution is to allow only a limited number
of slots. Node a and its neighbors will not be able to communicate. In fact, this decision cannot
be made based solely on MAC layer information. In a WSN it is likely that redundancy would
allow only a few of the nodes within a's communication range to be awake, solving
the
contention problem and saving energy for the nodes that are allowed to sleep. If the MAC layer
can be made aware of the routing topology, this decision can be made much more
intelligently.
3 Our Proposed MAC Layer Optimization Using Routing
Layer Information
We now analyze the potential energy savings of using routing knowledge to
optimize MAC
layer functionality. We have established that multiple paths can be established and evaluated
based on intelligent criteria. Once these data-centric routes are established, if the information is
available to theMAC layer, nodes not on an active route can save energy that would normally be
spent on idle listening, wakeup overhead, and the collisions ofunnecessary control traffic.
3. 1 TheoreticalAnalysis
A common MAC scheme is TDMA. Despite the difficulties of implementation like time
synchronization and potential clock drift, many WSNs use it because it allows nodes to enter a
low-power sleep mode at regular intervals [5] [10]. Especially in wireless sensor networks with
typically low data rates, the greater amount of time that a node can sleep, the more power that
can be saved and the longer the network can function.
For these reasons, it makes sense that the generic TDMA scheme should be customized to
take every advantage of when a node can sleep. This is the responsibility of the MAC layer.
Nodes that are not being queried or forwarding a query should be allowed to conserve energy
usually used to periodically wake up and monitor the communication channel. This leads to the
idea ofusing routing information to optimizeMAC-level performance.




E is the energy used by the entire network on idle listening,
n is the number ofnodes in the network, and
p is the average percentage of time that a node is awake, idle listening
(topology-
and schedule-dependent)
e,v is the energy spent by one node for one time slot on idle listening
We then consider the almost certain case that not all nodes will be directly involved in a
query. That is, not responding to a query or forwarding a query or response. We define na as the
number of nodes on an active route [21]. If this routing knowledge is made available to the
MAC layer, traditionally responsible for creating the TDMA schedule, then nodes not on an
active route need not wake up periodically, or at least nowhere near as often. The above formula
becomes





because, as the ratio ofna/n changes, so does/?. For example, if there
are three neighboring nodes that comprise a network, then each has to remain on for two-thirds
of the epoch time. If one of these nodes is not participating in communications, then the other
two nodes each only need to operate for one-third of the original epoch length. In this example,
p'
=p ?na/n
= 0.5 ?0.66 = 0.33. Note that both/?
and/?'
are network-dependent. In the extreme
case in which all nodes are one-hop neighbors and a TDMA schedule is in place that connects all







en . As the network becomes less
completely connected, potential energy savings are less, but still significant. We analyze the
effect of"network
connectivity"
in the section titled Mathematical Analysis.
Logically, as na/n increases the energy savings possible will decrease. This scheme will be
most effective in networks where routes with a few nodes have been established out of a large
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Figure 25: Energy Savings with Variably ParticipatingNodes
Figure 25 illustrates the potential energy savings. The four plots show the energy
consumption as na is varied from 100% ofn (all nodes on the active route) to 25% ofn (only one
quarter of the nodes on an active route). A more detailed example can be found in Figure 26,
Figure 27, and Figure 28 below.
3.2 Optimized Sleep Schedule
The following figures show an example of an example of a route and a sleep schedule
established to transmit a message through a simple network.
Figure 26 shows a network with 16 nodes. A naive MAC layer scheme may wish to assure
that each node can communicate with each of its one-hop neighbors. For node bb, this would
mean that it would have 8 time slots scheduled for communication with its 8 neighbors. For
simplicity we assume that each node can transmit to and receive from its one-hop neighbors and
wireless transmissions at a greater distance do not interfere.
The shaded nodes in Figure 26 represent a route established by some routing scheme,
specifically to deliver data from node ad to da. Node ad has data to deliver to node be, who will





Unshaded nodes have no data to communicate and are not on the route
established for node ad to communicate with node da. Other routes may have been established
for other purposes and even this route may be temporary, but illustrates the point and is






Figure 26: Example Route
Figure 27 shows a possible sleep schedule that allows all nodes to wake up and
communicate. This operation will be managed by the MAC layer. Though there are many
intelligent TDMA schemes which attempt to schedule time slots based on empirically sensed
transmission and reception performance, this schedule was created manually simply to assure
communication between one-hop neighbors and illustrate the potential energy
savings. Since we
are ignoring interference by nodes separated by more than a single hop and assuming
effective
communication between neighboring nodes, this should be representative of a very
simple
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Figure 27: Original Sleep Schedule
By examining Figure 26 we can see that only nodes ad, be, cb, and da actually need to
retransmit this message (based on the path chosen by the routing layer). Therefore the rest of the
nodes, 75% of the sensor field, will be powered on and exchange control message traffic for no
reason6. We aim to eliminate this by only powering on the nodes that are known to be on an
active route. Figure 28 shows an optimized sleep schedule in which nodes that need not be
powered on are allowed to sleep through their regularly assigned slot. In fact, the two tones of
shading indicate slots in which nodes on an active route still need not be awake as they are
scheduled to be communicating with nodes not on the route. For example, node cb was
scheduled to be awake for 8 time slots, to communicate with all 8 of its neighbors, but it is only

























Figure 28: Optimized Sleep Schedule
6
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show that we can eliminate 35 out of48 of the active periods in this
example. This is an
energy savings of 73%.
























Figure 29: Finite State Machine
Figure 29 shows our proposed finite state machine for controlling the interaction between the
MAC and routing layers. Several points should be observed from this figure. First, it should be
clarified that State 1 encompasses perhaps several functions. It is labeled Active Listening to
distinguish it from Idle Listening. This state also includes transmitting and the necessary
processing. These functions should not be interrupted by State 2, Eavesdropping.
States:
State 0 - Idle Listening
Nodes in this state are listening to the communications channel as opposed to actually
receiving data. A node may be preparing to receive any control messages, queries/responses
that may need to be forwarded, etc.
State 1 - Active Listening
Active Listening differs from Idle Listening in that the nodes receiving hardware is powered
up and in use (instead of simply sensing/monitoring the channel). This occurs when a control
message is received that indicates the node must process, including retransmitting, some
data.
State 2 - Eavesdropping
This is a pseudo-state in that it is not to block the execution of the other states. As its name
implies, it signifies that the MAC layer is simply listening in on messages that it passes
through to the routing layer. Here is where we record the information that will be used to
build an intelligent sleep schedule. By knowing whether this nodes either has relevant data
for a query that has been requested or is on an active route and will need to forward a
message, theMAC layer can set a timer to wake up that may eliminate some wakeup periods
dictated by the standard TDMA schedule.
State 3 - Sleeping
Energy can be saved by remaining in this state. Nodes using our sleep scheduling algorithm
only leave this state when a timer goes off. This timer is set based on information gleaned
from routing messages.
Control passes from State 0 to State 1 when any transmission is sensed on the channel. Note
that some messages may be missed, since the node is only in State 0 for a limited time. This is
normal for a TDMA scheme. The node transitions from State 1 to State 2 when a routing
message is received. Again, this "state
transition"
is accomplished by the MAC layer
unencapsulating and recording relevant data from messages that will be passed through to or
from the higher routing layer. Figure 29 shows that control immediately passes back to the
normal operation of receiving and processing as soon as this information has been recorded.
Any other type ofmessage received while in State 1 will cause the node to remain in State 1.
Timers control transitions from State 1 to States 0 and 3 and between States 0 and 3. The
node will transition from State 1 to State 0 if all receiving, transmitting, and processing is
completed and the node is still within its wake period. When this period expires (and processing
has been completed), the node will enter its sleep state. The node will awake from this state
according to the MAC sleep schedule created based on the global TDMA schedule and
eavesdropped routing information.
3.4 Proposed Route-aware MAC Optimization: Protocol
The following shows a sample implementation of our protocol. It follows the finite state
machine shown in Figure 29.
int state = 0;




if( state == 0 && chan_sensed )
state = 1;




if ( state == 1 && routing_msg ) {
/ / Do eavesdropping
// "Return to State
1"
}
if( state == 1 && !routing_msg } {
// Stay in State 1,
// no eavesdropping

















As can be seen from the section titled Theoretical Analysis above, network connectivity is a
major factor in the amount of potential energy that can be saved by using a route-aware MAC
protocol. If nodes are scheduled to be in communication with a large number of neighbors, then
turning off a certain number ofnon-communicating nodes means that even nodes that are needed
to communicate can sleep for a greater amount of time. This can be seen in Figure 27 and Figure




where c is the connectivity of the network, from 0% (no node has any neighbors) to 100%
(all
nodes are one-hop neighbors), and the other parameters are as
defined above. When c is high as
in our previous example, a reduced number of active nodes na/n will weigh more heavily on
"
than in a network where c is, for example, 0.5.





where E is the original energy consumption and
"
is the energy consumption after optimization.
Clearly, minimizing/?', and accordinglyE\ will lead to the greatest energy
savings.
4.2 Visualization
The following figures illustrate the concepts presented in the
above section. First, Figure 30
shows that more energy is used overall on idle listening when there is
a longer period of idle
listening per cycle (/? is large) and more of the nodes
in the network are on the active route (njn
is large). This is consistent with the simplified version of Equation
13. Calculations for this
figure assume that /? stays constant as na varies. In reality, as mentioned, na
has a greater effect
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Based on the earlier definition, this would indicate that, on average, each node was
in direct communication with
halfof the nodes in the entire sensor field.
on potential energy savings when c in Equation 14 is large. This is shown in Figure 31. In the
case where c = 100%, the amount of energy expended on idle listening is the same as in Figure






























Figure 30: Idle Listening Energy vs. Duty Cycle and
Active Route
Figure 31: Idle Listening Energy vs. Connectivity
and Active Route
5 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the potential energy savings achievable by crossing
traditional networking stack lines when designing a wireless sensor network. We have shown
energy-saving optimizations that can be implemented in the routing layer based on MAC layer
information and MAC layer optimizations that make use of routing layer information. We have
shown through calculations and illustrations an estimation of the energy that can be saved by an
optimized sleep-schedule algorithm.
The optimizations presented here give a solid example of the energy savings that are possible
by simply eavesdropping a minimal amount of information between layers. Tighter integration
may provide even greater energy savings, but requires more specialized implementation. This is
left for future exploration. We next give an overview of the simulation framework implemented
to analyze our proposed ideas.
Chapter 5 OPNET Simulation of Data
Aggregation Timing Control
In this chapter we describe the implementation ofour data aggregation mechanism within the
network simulator, OPNET. The issues and ideas discussed in Chapter 3 were addressed in the
simulations presented here.
1 Simulation Design Requirements
The data aggregation model was designed with several requirements in mind. The main
requirement was for the model to be as generic as possible. For example, this model should be
able to work with many different routing and MAC layers, with minimal to no modifications.
However, the application would necessarily require some changes to make sure that it provided
all parameters necessary for aggregation. Different applications provide different types and
formats of data. Therefore, the format of the packet will differ between applications, and the
software that performs the aggregation must be aware of this. However, despite the various
packet formats, the basic idea of the model will remain unchanged. Designing a generic
aggregation model was a major advantage as it can easily be added to almost anyWSN that does
not currently support data aggregation.
The second requirement was to perform the data aggregation in the most logical location in
within the structure of the overall network model. There were three possible locations
considered - between the MAC and Routing Layer, in the routing layer, or between the routing
and application layers.
Since each node will need to wait for a specified time for data responses, this time needed to
be optimized to receive the necessary number of packets for the information contained in the
responses to be accurate. Ifnodes did not wait long enough for responses, many of the responses
could be lost. However, if nodes waited too long for the responses, time would be wasted and
the data may actually become out of date. This problem is known as timing synchronization and
is discussed in detail below.
2 Location for Aggregating Data
As discussed previously, there were three possible locations to perform data aggregation -
between the MAC and Routing Layer, in the routing layer, or between the routing and
application layers. The advantages and disadvantages ofeach location are discussed below.
2. 1 Between MAC and Routing Layer
Data aggregation could be implemented in a separate layer between the MAC and routing
layer. The frame from the MAC layer would be forwarded to the aggregation layer. The
aggregation layer would then analyze the packet, but ignore the routing information. If the
packet was a data request, it would forward it to the routing layer. If the packet was a data
response, it would temporarily store the payload. It would then wait for a specific amount of
time and then forward the aggregated response packet to the routing layer to analyze and update
the routing header.. Any packets received from the routing layer would simply be forwarded
directly to the MAC layer. Any packets that were unrecognized by the aggregation layer would
immediately be forwarded to the routing layer.
The disadvantage of this implementation is that it violates the idea of layering. The data
aggregation is concerned with the payload of the packet. The payload of the packet is analyzed
before it is passed to the routing layer. This suggests that a good location for the aggregation
layer could be above the routing layer.
2.2 In the Routing Layer
As an alternative, data aggregation could be performed in the routing layer. This would
require modifying the routing layer directly. This would increase the complexity of the routing
layer. While in terms of code efficiency, this could be an optimal solution compared to using a
separate aggregation layer, it makes the data aggregation model specific to the routing layer.
This violates the requirement ofdesigning a generic aggregation model.
2.3 Between the Routing andApplication Layer
As suggested in Section 2.1, in terms ofdesigning a generic aggregation model, this could be
the optimum place to implement the aggregation model. Since the aggregation function needs to
interpret data queries, data responses, and sensor information from the application layer and is
concerned with the payload of MAC layer frames, it makes sense to implement the data
aggregation between these two layers.
The basic idea of this implementation is as follows. The aggregation layer simply needs to
know whether the packet received is a data response or data request. It is not necessary to
analyze the detailed routing information as long as it can be determined whether the message is
directed upstream or downstream. If it is a data request, the aggregation function will get the
sensor information from the application layer and wait for a certain amount of time to receive
data responses. After the time has expired, it will forward the aggregated response to the routing
layer, which will function as normal.
Therefore, in this project we have implemented a separate aggregation layer between the
routing and application layers.
3 Simulation Implementation Overview
As discussed previously, a major challenge in data aggregation is to determine the optimal
time a node should wait for data responses. If the time it waits is too short, then it will not
receive enough responses to forward accurate information or waste energy by sending separate
responses that were late. If the node waits too long, it will have wasted time and the response
that it eventually transmits may be outdated. This section will discuss several ways to discover
the optimal amount of time to wait for data responses.
Timing synchronization relies on the topology of the WSN. We must therefore break a
network topology down to its most basic and generic form. We point out that any non-trivial
routing algorithm will form some sort of a tree structure. Some protocols, such as AODV, may
not have been explicitly intended to do this, but the routes created will essentially be a
dynamically changing tree. We therefore consider the timing synchronization problem as it
applies to a tree.
The data sink is the root of the tree. Each sensor node is a node in the tree. Each parent node
is responsible for aggregating the responses from its children. The sink first sends out a data
request that contains the requested information as well as how long it will wait for the responses.
As the data request is forwarded deeper into the tree, the timeout period must be reduced at each
level so the higher levels are able to receive, aggregate, and send out their own responses within
the constraints set forth by the sink. Ideally, the time each node will reduce the timeout period
by would be the bandwidth delay product, which is two times the propagation delay. This can
easily be proven by envisioning a very simple network which consists ofonly a sink and a sensor
node. When the sink sends out the request, there will be a propagation delay to the node. The
node almost immediately sends out its response when it receives the request. There is an
identical propagation delay between when the response is sent by the node and when it is
received at the sink. Therefore, the sink must wait at least two times the propagation delay for a
response. However, due to the nature of wireless networks, collisions and transmission errors
can occur which may cause the retransmission or even loss of data. Because of this, some
responses may be lost or delayed at each level. Therefore a value greater than the bandwidth
delay product should be used when reducing the timeout period at each level. This value is
dependent upon the structure and empirical performance of the network and can be set
individually at each node. This further complicates the idea of choosing the ideal timing
configuration.
As mentioned, there is a tradeoff between the freshness and accuracy of results and the
energy that can be saved by aggregating the data responses. The timing synchronization
algorithms discussed below aim to dynamically change the timing parameters to satisfy a
reasonable balance between these goals.
There are two important facts about timing synchronization in a tree structure that must be
kept in mind:
The sink will be responsible for determining and distributing the timeout period and each
parent node is responsible for reducing that timeout period an appropriate amount to
receive packets from its children.
The timeout period must optimize the tradeoffbetween data freshness and the accuracy
of results. Nodes higher in the tree are more important, and all nodes must work together
to satisfy the timing requirements of the sink.
Most of the timing synchronization calculations are performed by a potentially
higher-
powered and better-informed user interface device, but simple decisions are made in a distributed
manner. This is the only feasible method since individual sensors cannot be aware of the
intricacies of the user's request and the data sink cannot manage detailed decision making for the
large number of sensors.
The following variables are used in the following discussion and simulations.
Nopt - the optimal number of responses the sink desires. This is based on
application-
level knowledge. If the sink receives fewer responses than Nopt it will know to increase
the timeout period. If the sink receives more than Nopt it will know to decrease the
timeout period.
Nrec the number of responses received. This value is simply the total number ofnodes
that have responded to the data request and not the number ofpackets received at the
sink.
n
- the round number. A round is the time period in which the sink is waiting for
responses to a data request. This is application specific and should be determined before
deployment by analyzing the network and its function. The unit of time varies depending
on the propagation delay of the network, number ofcollisions, effective throughput, and
possibly other values.
T - the timeout period of the current round
Tn+i - the timeout period to be used for the next round
The linear increase is the simplest of the timing synchronization algorithms. Equation 16






This model was used for our initial simulations. We next implemented several of the other
algorithms proposed in Chapter 3.
The next timing synchronization scheme includes a factor based on the difference between




The value of c is chosen by the application in the sink to modify the new timeout period.
Careful attention must be paid to the value chosen,, as it greatly affects the convergence time of
the timeout period.
Some enhancements to this algorithm could increase the convergence time of the timeout
period. For example, the number of responses could change too quickly as the timeout period
increases (i.e. if the value ofc is too high). One enhancement/optimization would be for the sink
could keep a history of the responses it has received for the previous rounds and possibly change
the value ofc dynamically. Implementation of this idea is left for later experimentation.
3.1 Intelligent Optimization Based on Late Packets
The previous two implementations of timing synchronization simply discard any packets that
would be received after the timeout period has occurred. However, packets arriving after the
timeout period could provide valuable information and could be used intelligently to speed up
the convergence of T. The packets that arrive after a timeout period at either the node or sink are
termed late packets. When a late packet is received at a node, the node could send a message
indicating that it received a late packet up the tree. When these messages arrive at the sink, the
sink can modify Ta+i based on this performance report before it sends out the next data request.
Any late responses received after the next data request has already been sent out will still be
discarded. As the sink receives late reports, it can record how late the report was. We term this







Each data request packet contains the following information:
ED - a unique ED for that particular request and that particular round. This helps to
differentiate which data request each response is related to.
Aggregation type - the aggregation function to use. As previously stated the aggregation
function could be max, min, mean, etc. or even simply concatenating each response
together into one large packet. Our implementation only provides functionality formax,
min, mean and sum, however this could easily be expanded.
Timeout period - this is the timeout period that the sink (or parent node) will wait for
data responses. It is the responsibility of the node to change this field appropriately when
forwarding the packet down the tree.
Other parameters - while there were only three parameters used in our implementation,
other application-specific parameters such as conditions on the information requested and
even what type of sensed information desired can be included in a data request packet.
4.1.2 Data Response
Each data response packet contains the following information:
ID - the ID of the data request the packet is responding to.
Number ofResponses - the number of responses contained in the aggregated packet.
Payload - the actual data the sink requested.
4.2 Node FSM
Figure 32 shows the finite state machine (FSM) designed for each sensor node.
Figure 32: Node FSM
The sensor node starts out in an idle state. In the idle state, it waits for a packet to be
received. When a packet is received, it moves to the Read Packet state where it determines if the
packet is a data request. If the packet is a data request, it moves to the Get Sensor Data state. If
it is not a data request, it simply discards the packet and returns to the idle state. If the timing
synchronization using late packets were being used, the Read Packet state is the state where it
would forward out any late packet information.
After the node retrieves its sensor information, which will most likely be passed down by the
application layer, if the node is not to perform aggregation then it goes directly to the
aggregation state. If the node is to aggregate the data, it moves to the Wait For Responses state.
In this state it waits for responses until the timeout period as specified in the data request packet.
If a packet is received, the node transitions to the Process Packet state where it reads the packet,
matches the ID, and adds the information to a buffer if the packet is a data response to the current
data request. After it processes the packet, it transitions back to the Wait for Responses state.
When the timeout occurs, the node moves to the Aggregation state where the aggregation
function is performed on the data. It should also be noted that an optimization to the Wait for
Responses state can be added if the number of children of the node is known. If the node
receives responses from all of its children, it can immediately transition to the aggregation state.
After the data is aggregated, the node transitions to the Send Response packet, where the packet
is forwarded to the routing layer. After the node sends the response, it returns to the idle state.
4.3 Sink FSM
The sink is responsible for initiating data aggregation. The application issues a request via
the sink for data from the sensor network along with the desired number of responses and the
type ofaggregation to be performed. From this information, the sink creates data request packets
that encapsulate the query and aggregation parameters. The sink then forwards the data request
packets to its child nodes and in turn the request is forwarded throughout the entire tree. Figure
33 shows an exampleofhow the data request packets are propagated through the sensor network.
DATA REQUEST
PACKETS
Figure 33: Example ofQuery Propagation from Sink to Leaves
When generating data requests, the sink is assumed to know
the optimal number ofpackets to
receive, which is referred to as Nopt- Based on our timing
synchronization algorithm, the sink
determines the appropriate timeout period for the current round of aggregation. Some examples
of timing synchronization algorithms include linear
increase or exponential increase. In our
experiments, we compared several algorithms.
Others may be implemented in future work.
After transmitting an initial data query, the sink waits for
responses from the sensor field.
This number is then used to determine the adjusted timeout period for the next
round of
aggregation. This includes comparing the actual number of
responses received from the
network, Nrec, to the optimal number of responses that the
application expected to receive, Npt.
The optimal number of responses is application dependent and is passed to the sink
from the
specific application. If the number of responses received is greater than the desired number, the
control algorithm will reduce the timeout value, allowing less time for responses to be collected.
If the number of responses received is less than desired, the control algorithm will increase the
timeout period. Thiswill proportionally allow more time at each level of the tree.
As proposed, the overall control function running on the sink was designed interpret the
application's data request and format it as a valid data query to be passed through the network. It
was also responsible for updating the timeout period based on the aggregation timing
synchronization algorithm and for aggregating the simulated data received from the network.
5 OPNET Simulator Implementation
OPNET is a rapid prototyping and simulation environment for data communication networks.
It enables network designs and protocol algorithms to quickly and efficiently be implemented
into a working simulation where results can easily be gathered and analyzed. Designs in OPNET
are implemented via state machines and an integrated C-like language.
Network functionality was implemented layer by layer, and a custom application layer was
designed for the data sink node. Statistics were collected natively and plotted as part of the
simulations. State machines for the important simulation features are shown and briefly
discussed. Detailed code is not included.
5. 1 Sensor Node Simulation Model
5.1.1 Overview
The sensor node was implemented using the finite state machine described in Section 4.2.
This section describes in depth the code used to implement this node. The optimization of
leaving theWait for Responses State if responses were received from children was not included.
5.1.2 MAC Layer
A CSMA-based MAC layer was used. This was obtained from another research group
working in this area. This MAC layer simply sensed if the medium was busy. If the medium
was busy it randomly backed off before sending the packet. However, the MAC layer was not
capable of retransmitting packets that collided with each other. This caused packet loss in our
simulations, and slightly degraded network performance in our simulations. Ideally, lost frames









Figure 34: OPNET Implementation ofNode FSM
Figure 34 shows the FSM as implemented in OPNET. It is identical to the FSM described in
Section 4.2. The details of implementation of this Node FSM are consistent with general
OPNET procedures.
5.2 Sink FSM
For the purpose of initial simulations we created a static tree structure that consisted of 14
nodes and the sink model, with the sink being the root of the tree. Figure 35 shows the spatial
















Figure 35: Simulated Network Layout
5.2.1 Overview
The sink was implemented as a separate process model to represent the aggregation layer,
which was then used in conjunction with the routing layer and a MAC protocol layer to create
the node model for the sink. Figure 36 shows the sink node model as implemented.
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Figure 36: Data Sink Node Model
5.2.2 Sink Finite State Machine







Figure 37: OPNET Implementation ofData Sink
The nine states are "Init", "Send Data Request", "Wait for Responses", "Process Packet",
"Change T", "Aggregate", "Send to Application", "Wait for To", and "Process Late Packet".
"Init"
initializes the state machine and represents a request coming from the application for data
from the sensor network. "Send Data
Request"
refers to the sink sending out data request
packets to the sensor nodes. "Wait for
Responses"
is a wait state in which the sink waits for
some period of time as responses are being returned up the tree. "Process
packet"
refers to the
processing ofdata response packets received from the sensor nodes. The sink stores responses in
a buffer as they are returned. The contents of this buffer are analyzed later in the aggregation
state. "Change
T"
is the state in which the timeout period is updated for the next round of
aggregation. This state is where the timing synchronization algorithm is placed.
"Aggregate"
refers to the actual aggregation of the data responses that are received from the sensors. This
state analyzes the responses stored in the buffer from the "Process
Packet"
state and performs the
specified aggregation function in preparation for sending the information back to the application.
"Send to
Application"
is the state in which the aggregated version of the response is returned to
the application. "Wait for
To"
is a state used for additional control over the timing
synchronization. This allows for packets that return to the sink after the timeout has occurred to
be processed and accounted for. "Process late
packet"
refers to the action taken if a late packet is
received. In this case the late packets are simply added to the buffer and then are ignored in the
next round of aggregation; however, a future improvement may include performing some
meaningful action using these late packets.
5.3 Routing Layer
The basis for the communications performed in this project was the routing layer. The
routing layer was to encompass the functionality of a physical layer, aMAC layer, and a routing
layer. This led to a simplified implementation.
For simulation purposes and analysis, our goal was to create a simple layer that could pass
packets between wireless nodes under ideal conditions. These ideal conditions included 1) no
collisions, 2) no fading, 3) no bit errors, 4) and no topology reconfigurations. Essentially, no
packet loss would occur and all transmissions would occur flawlessly. This was desired because
the simulations were designed to test only data aggregation. By creating ideal conditions for
transmission, the only values affecting packet loss and energy savings were those involved in the
data aggregation and timing synchronization algorithms. By only testing these two elements, the
simulation results would reflect more upon the area that the project was to study.
It was hoped that this ideal environment could be implemented natively in OPNET.
Unfortunately, this was not the case as the routing layer was able to pass packets from one
wireless node to the next, but collisions occurred frequently. Due to the occurrence of these
collisions, a simple CSMA MAC layer was placed below the routing layer in order to avoid these
collisions. This MAC layer was not completely successful since it could only sense if a channel
was busy, not if a collision was to occur. This lessened the frequency of collisions, but did not
completely prevent them. This accounted for the packet loss experienced during simulations. In
the end, the combination CSMA MAC layer and simple routing layer was sufficient to enable
basic communications between wireless nodes, but was not able to create the ideal conditions
desired. The simulation results might be slightly clearer if a more robustMAC layer were placed
into the node model. This MAC layer would need to implement some sort of protocol such as
CSMA/CA or something capable of retransmitting lost frames. As it is, one might be misled by
the number of dropped frames, but they arose consistently throughout the simulation. The
routing layer performed the desired tasks, though it could not create a perfect wireless
transmission environment. Although these conditions reflected a real-life scenario and such
conditions may be desired for simulations to test a full system, this was not the initial goal for
these simulations.
5.3.1 Routing Layer Implementation
5.3.1.1 Overview
The implemented routing layer forms a static tree structure. This tree structure was created
to enable stable and intuitive timing synchronization testing. It also made the data aggregation
easier to analyze mathematically, since each parent node is clearly responsible for aggregating its
children's data. The routing layer does not take care oftopology changes and is initialized by the
user as part of the OPNET simulation scenario. This static topology was intentional because
routing layer performance was not to be tested or depended upon to perform efficiently.
5.3.1.2 Routing Finite State Machine
The simple routing layer was the foundation for the communications in this project. It was a
minimal implementation in that it was designed to forward packets with as little extra processing
as possible. When a packet was received from the network, if the packet was meant for the
current wireless node, the payload was unencapsulated and sent to the above layer. If it was not
meant for the current wireless node, the packet was destroyed. When a packet was received from
the above layer, the type of packet was checked. If the packet was of data response type, then
the packet was routed to the node's parent. If the packet was of data request type, then the
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Figure 38: OPNET Implementation ofRouting Layer





is the default state and performs the operations necessary when no events
are occurring.
"outgoing_pkt"
receives packets from the above layers and transmits them to the
proper recipient.
"incoming_pkt"
receives packets from the network and forwards them to the
above layers.
6 Simulation Results
To analyze the performance of the system, the sink issued data requests, which the nodes
responded to. Most of the important statistics were gathered at the sink. These included
statistics related to the performance of the aggregation function, and how the overall network
performed with varying aggregation parameters. Aggregation was performed at the simulated
sensor nodes based on the timeout information calculated at the sink. Because a tree topology
was used, the statistics collected showed a valid representation of the overall simulation
execution.
The data that the sink collected consisted of the number ofdata requests sent, the number of
responses received, the optimal number of responses, the number of packets received, the
number of packets sent, and the timeout period. These were all local values. The two global
values collected were the total number of packets received and total number of packets sent.
These two global statistics were logically only relevant to the sink and therefore collected there.
6.1 ProofofConcept
The data was collected and time averaged plots are shown. Using a time average allowed us
to account for the outliers caused by MAC-layer problems. Figure 39 shows the results of a
simulation scenario in which the initial timeout value was too large. More results were received
than necessary (Nrec>N0pt), so the timeout value is shortened and the number of responses is
reduced.
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Figure 39: Number of Responses Reduced Dynamically
From the same scenario, it can be seen that the timeout period is decreased as expected in an
attempt to stabilize Nrec.
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Figure 40: Timeout Period Reduced Dynamically
Next, a simulation scenario was constructed in which the initial timeout value was too small
to allow the optimal number of responses to be received. The results from this simulation show
that the number of responses increases until it reaches a steady state value near the optimal
number of responses. The timeout value also increases until an optimal value is reached and
then levels off.
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Figure 41: Number ofResponses Increased Dynamically
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Figure 42: Timeout Period Increased Dynamically
6.2 Performance Comparison
As described in Chapter 3, several finite state machines were designed to control aggregation
timing in the simulated sensor network. Queries were generated periodically for the duration of
the simulations and generically requested a response from all children within a maximum
timeout period. The initial timeout period was purposely set far too low to allow responses from
the desired number of sensor nodes. The optimal number ofdesired responses and the number of
responses actually received by the sink for one query were used to set the aggregation timeout
period for the next query.
The proposed FSMs were compared within the simulation framework created for the
purpose. Each FSM was implemented in a separate scenario. The linear FSM, labeled #1 in
Figure 10, was implemented as
"Scenario3a."
Results for the implementation of the second FSM
are listed as
"Scenario3b."
Finally, FSM #3 from Chapter 3 was implemented as
"Scenario3c."
Implementation details follow and were consistent with the setup described earlier in this
chapter.
The three scenarios varied only in the algorithm used to update the aggregation period in the
"Change
T"
state shown in Figure 37. Code snippets are shown below.
nopt represents the optimal number of responses, nresponses represents the actual number
of responses received for a particular query, timeout_period is the maximum amount of time
allowed by the sink for all responses, and DEVIATION is the acceptable range from the optimal
number of responses that may be attributed to wireless errors, etc., and will not lead to as
dramatic a change of the timeout period.
6.2.1 FSM #1, Scenario3a
The first algorithm was the simplest. If not enough responses were received by the sink the
aggregation timeout period was increased by a single time unit. Due to implementation details,
this was 100 microseconds, timeoutjeriod was an integer, so this was the smallest unit of time
that the aggregation period could be increased or decreased.
if (n_opt > n_responses) {
timeout_period++




6.2.2 FSM #2, Scenario3b
This timing algorithm considered the variation between the optimal number of responses the
sink expected to receive and the actual number received. It also introduced the idea of an
acceptable deviation. This prevented the timing period from being changed dramatically unless
there was a large discrepancy between these two parameters.
The other notable improvement is the addition of a slow-start phase, similar to TCP protocol
in the Internet. From the initial query until the end of this slow-start phase the timeout period
increases exponentially. When the difference between the optimal number of responses and the
number received drops below the predefined acceptable deviation, the timeout period is reduced
by a small amount and slow-start phase is ended. From that point on the timeout period is
increased or decreased in direct proportion to the difference between nopt and nresponses.
if( slow_start ) {
// Slow start phase
if( abs (n_responses-n_opt) > DEVIATION ) {
timeout_period += timeout_period;
> else {
timeout_period = 0 . 5*timeout_period;
slow_start = 0;
}
} else if( n_responses != n_opt ) {
// Not in slow start phase
// increase or decrease proportionally
timeout_period += (n_opt-n_responses) / (abs (n_opt-n_responses) )
}
6.2.3 FSM #3, Scenario3c
This timing control algorithm made use of an increasefactor as described in Equation 11,
(c). This was intended to account for the mathematical relationship between the timeout period
and the number of responses as described in Chapter 4. The idea of a slow-start phase was
maintained, but the DEVIATION parameter was eliminated. It was expected to fluctuate slightly
above and below the optimal timeout period but to be more responsive to a small difference from
the optimal number of responses
Once out of the slow-start phase the timeout period was increased or decreased based on the
difference between nopt and nresponses. However, without the DEVIATION parameter, it
was necessary to increase and decrease at different rates. A suitable ratio was determined
experimentally. Initially, this algorithm was designed to increase and decrease at the same rate,
but it was found that, on average, random wireless transmission errors would cause the timeout
period to gradually increase.
if( slow_start ) {
// Slow start phase
timeout_period += increase_factor* (n_opt-n_responses) ;
if( n_responses > n_opt ) (
slow_start = 0;
}
} else if( n_responses <= n_opt ) {
// Not in slow start phase
// increase or decrease at a slower rate
timeout_period += 0. 5*increase_factor* (n_opt-n_responses) ;
} else if( n_responses > n_opt ) {
timeout_period += 2*increase_factor* (n_opt-n_responses) ;
}
Each of these three scenarios was run under two sets of simulation parameters. The data sink
had 14 children and each was programmed to respond to the simulated data query with its own
sensed data, irrespective of the aggregation function. In the original simulations, the sink
required 10 responses as its optimal number. This allowed a longer simulation and showed how
each timing algorithm performed during an extended period. As a secondary simulation, the sink
requested only 8 responses from all of its children. This represented a query where low latency
was slightly more important and sporadic wireless transmission errors had less effect on the
steady-state performance of each algorithm.
6.3 Comparison Results
Figure 43 shows the number of responses received by the sink as the simulation progressed.
The optimal number of responses for this simulation was 10. The lowest line shows the
performance of FSM #1, the middle line shows that of FSM #2, and the uppermost line shows
the performance of FSM #3. For clarity, this plot shows the time average of the number of
responses received. Due to the realistic performance of the wireless links, there were
fluctuations throughout the simulation, which makes plots of the raw data more difficult to
interpret but it can be seen that in all cases the number of responses eventually converges toward
the goal of 10.
Because the average was taken, the initial reaction time of each algorithm visibly affected the
apparent convergence time. Scenario3a, the linear FSM reacted the slowest and accordingly
took the longest to converge. Scenario3b, FSM #2, improved the reaction time significantly. It
can be seen that the number of responses increases from zero much sooner than for scenario3a.
The average number of responses received approached the desired number most quickly for
scenario3c. Since the goal was to provide the desired number of responses to the sink
dynamically as quickly as possible, the timing control algorithm used in scenario3c appears to
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Figure 43: Number ofResponses, Time Average, nopt = 10
The trace that originates the lowest and increases most slowly is the result of FSM #1
(scenario3a). The solid line that appears to begin slightly higher resulted from FSM #2
(scenario3b). Both of these lines stabilize around 400, or 40 milliseconds. Finally, the most
scattered plot is that of the third FSM (scenario3c). Here, the cost of quickly increasing the
number of responses toward the optimal number can be seen in the fact that the plot of the
timeout period does not really stabilize as did the other two. This was expected as the difference
between the optimal number of responses and the number received was amplified before
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Figure 44: Timeout Period, nopt
= 10
Figure 45 shows that, although FSM #3 appears not to stabilize, the average timeout period
indeed increases and approaches its final value most quickly out of the three. As evidenced by
Figure 43, the average number of responses also increases most quickly, which satisfies the main
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Figure 45: Timeout Period, Time Average, n_opt
= 10
In the next simulation, the number of desired responses was lowered to only 8 out of the 14
children. Performance was similar for all three algorithms, but it was expected that any
individual advantages would be magnified by a simulation setup that could reach a stable
operating state more quickly.
Under these conditions, the shortcomings of FSM #1 become more apparent. Though the
algorithm is successful in eventually providing the desired number of responses, FSM #2 and
FSM #3 are much quicker to do so.
Figure 46 shows the how the timeout period is updated by each of the three algorithms. The
lowest line shows the performance of FSM #1, and is clearly linear during its initial increase.
The other defined line shows the performance of FSM #2, which, as expected, reacts more
quickly than FSM #1 . The most scattered
plot shows the timeout period as controlled by FSM
#3. This line fluctuates less than in Figure 44 because transmission errors have less impact when
the sink only needs to receive
responses from 8 of its children and this number ofmessages can
be more reliably delivered by the channel. This point is illustrated by considering a situation in
which responses were required from all 14 children. Even a single transmission error would
cause the timeout period to be increased. However, if only 2 responses were required, an
average of up to 12 responses could be lost even under stable operating conditions and still
satisfy the sink's requirements.
Figure 47 shows the average number of responses received in this simulation. As expected
based on the observed timeout periods and results discussed previously, both FSM #2 and FSM
#3 provide the desired number of responses with about the same alacrity, with FSM #3 being
slightly quicker. Results from FSM #1 lag behind these two, and the trace is the lowest plot of
the three. Note that though the number of responses does not seem to reach an acceptable level
within the time range shown, this is the time average. The number of responses reached 8 in
about two minutes, but the initial poor results lowered the average.
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Figure 47: Number ofResponses, Time Average, nopt
= 8
7 Summary
From the simulation results, it can be seen that the design and implementation of a system
involving data aggregation and timing synchronization was successful. All three algorithms
accomplish the goal of dynamically modifying the number of responses received. Of the three,
scenario3c provides the desired number of responses in the timeliest manner under both
simulation setups.
Specifically, it seems that using a DEVIATION parameter will greatly help to stabilize the
timeout period by preventing its change unless there is a notable difference between the optimal
and the actual number of responses. This is most useful when either a large number of sporadic
wireless transmission errors is expected or the optimal number of responses is very near the
maximum number of children. In both of these cases some fluctuation in the number of
messages received is expected even after the optimal timeout period has been reached and should
not be increased.

Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work
WSNs are a fairly new area of research. Though few have been practically deployed,
research, especially regarding efficiency, is important as the cost of actual implementation is
large. An inefficiently designed network will have a short lifetime and limited returns.
Therefore a multitude of issues should be analyzed academically to improve the chances of real-
world success.
Some research has been performed and several ideas forminimizing energy expenditure have
been validated. Some research has consisted of general analyses of the many issues involved in
network design and some has been specific, though often adhering to the traditional network
programming model. We intend to add our results to the practical evaluations and analyses that
have been performed and hope that ourwork will benefit the research community.
1 Data Aggregation Timing Control
In this thesis, we have analyzed the issue of timing when aggregating data in Wireless Sensor
Networks. Data aggregation should be performed when possible because wireless
communication consumes a large amount of energy inWSNs. Redundant data transmissions are
even more unnecessarily wasteful. Current aggregation schemes either require too much
overhead or cannot adapt to network conditions. We have shown, both through mathematical
analysis and simulations, that our protocol can save energy by reducing the amount of data
transmitted in a WSN. We have also shown that the aggregation period, the most important
parameter for deciding the tradeoff between data freshness and energy savings, can be updated
dynamically in an attempt to provide an appropriate number of data query responses. This is
done based on minimal information on the requirements of the application, as transmitted from
the sink.
2 Cross-Layer Optimized Design
Though several optimized routing algorithms have been proposed, it is nontrivial to consider
combining any specific algorithm with the important functionality of the MAC layer, including
sleep scheduling. This is a useful technique for reducing overall power consumption. The
routing layer, which is tasked with directing messages from a source to a destination in the most
efficient way, is often unaware of related problems it is causing, such as increased collisions and
hotspots. Similarly, the MAC layer often attempts to create hop-to-hop links, even when not
necessary based on routing layer decisions. We have shown with mathematical analysis and
example illustrations that significant energy savings can be gained by leveraging routing layer
information when scheduling sleep periods in the MAC layer. We hold that if the effort can be
taken to design a comprehensive network communication model, with major functions working
together and toward the overall energy of reducing energy consumption, the network as a whole
will be more successful in the goal ofdelivering interesting data to an end user for the maximum
lifetime.
3 Future Work
One of the more appealing extensions to this thesis would be more extensive simulations. A
single aggregation timing control mechanism was implemented to show proof of concept. It
would be possible to insert one of the other algorithms proposed in this thesis, or even a
completely new control mechanism into the existing framework.
It would also be desirable to simulate the ideas proposed in Chapter 4. This would hopefully
show similar results to those obtained mathematically, but it would difficult to replace either of
the chosen example protocols, either in the routing layer or theMAC layer for further simulation
analysis.
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